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SPECIAL CYCLES ON UNITARY SHIMURA VARIETIES
WITH MINUSCULE PARAHORIC LEVEL STRUCTURE
SUNGYOON CHO
Abstract. In this paper, we formulate conjectural formulas for the
arithmetic intersection numbers of special cycles on unitary Shimura
varieties with minuscule parahoric level structure. Also, we prove that
these conjectures are compatible with all known results.
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1. Introduction
In [KR14], Kudla and Rapoport made a conjectural formula for the arith-
metic intersection numbers of special cycles on Shimura varieties attached to
unitary groups of signature (1, n−1) with hyperspecial level structure (which
corresponds to the case of good reduction). This conjecture, the so-called
Kudla-Rapoport conjecture, relates the arithmetic intersection numbers of
special cycles to Fourier coefficients of a certain Siegel-Eisenstein series.
In [KR11], they made a local analogue of the Kudla-Rapoport conjecture
which relates the arithmetic intersection numbers of special cycles on unitary
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Rapoport-Zink spaces to the derivatives of representation densities of her-
mitian forms and they showed that the local-version of the Kudla-Rapoport
conjecture induces the global-version the conjecture (in hyperspecial level
structure case). Recently, this conjecture was proved by Li and Zhang in
[LZ19].
In the present paper, we make conjectural formulas for the arithmetic in-
tersection numbers of special cycles on unitary Rapoport-Zink spaces which
correspond to unitary Shimura varieties (more precisely, the Rapoport-
Smithling-Zhang’s unitary Shimura varieties in [RSZ18b]) with minuscule
parahoric level structure via non-archimedean uniformization of [RZ] (more
precisely, [Cho18, Section 4.3]). This can be regarded as a part of the Kudla
program ([Kud97]). Also, this will have applications to the arithmetic inner
product formula ([Liu11a], [Liu11b]).
We now describe our results in more detail. We fix an odd prime p. Let
Fv be an unramified extension of Qp with ring of integers OFv and residue
field Fq. Let pi be its uniformizer (this is just p, but we use the general
notation for future use). Let Ev be a quadratic unramified extension of Fv
with ring of integers OEv . We write E˘v for the completion of a maximal
unramified extension of Ev.
Let h, n be integers such that 0 ≤ h ≤ n. We then consider the unitary
Rapoport-Zink space N hEv/Fv(1, n−1) over Spf OE˘v (see Section 2). Here h is
related to the level structure of the corresponding unitary Shimura variety.
In particular, N 0Ev/Fv(1, n − 1) is the unitary Rapoport-Zink space which
uniformizes the basic locus of the unitary Shimura variety with hyperspecial
level structure.
We have an isomorphism θ : N hEv/Fv (1, n − 1) → N
n−h
Ev/Fv
(1, n − 1). This
isomorphism will play an important role to formulate our conjectural for-
mula.
Let (Y, i
Y
, λ
Y
) (resp. (X, iX, λX)) be the framing object of N
0
Ev/Fv
(0, 1)
(resp. N hEv/FV (1, n − 1)). Then consider a Ev-vector space
V := HomOEv (Y,X)⊗Z Q.
Also, we define a hermitian form h on this space as
h(x, y) = λ−1
Y
◦ y∨ ◦ λX ◦ x ∈ EndOEv (Y)⊗Q ≃ Ev ∀x, y ∈ V,
where y∨ is the dual of y.
For each x ∈ V, we can attach a certain relative divisor Z(x) which is
called a special cycle or the Kudla-Rapoport cycle.
Also, for each y ∈ V, one can consider a relative divisor Z(λX ◦ y) in
N n−hEv/Fv(1, n − 1). Then by using the isomorphism θ : N
h
E/F (1, n − 1) →
N n−hE/F (1, n− 1), we can define a relative divisor Y(y) := θ
−1(Z(λX ◦ y)) (see
Definition 2.2).
These Y-cycles only appear in the case of h 6= 0. Indeed, Z(x) = Y(y)
when h = 0. This new definition of Y-cycles and its properties are important
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to formulate conjectural formulas for the arithmetic intersection numbers of
Z and Y-cycles. Before we talk about our conjecture, we need to talk about
the Kudla-Rapoport conjecture.
The Kudla-Rapoport conjecture is a formula for the arithmetic intersec-
tion numbers of special cycles Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn) in N
0
E/F (1, n−1). This was
formulated in [KR11] as follows.
Conjecture 1.1. (Kudla-Rapoport conjecture) Let x1, . . . , xn ∈ V and let
B be the matrix (h(xi, xj))1≤i,j≤n. Then the arithmetic intersection number
of Z(x1), . . .Z(xn) in N
0
E/F (1, n − 1) is
〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn)〉 := χ(OZ(x1) ⊗
L · · · ⊗L OZ(xn))
=
α′(1n, B)
α(1n, 1n)
.
Here χ is the Euler-Poincare characteristic and ⊗L is the derived tensor
product. We denote by α the representation density and α′ the derivative of
the representation density.
Recently, this conjecture was proved by Li and Zhang in [LZ19].
Now, let us talk about our conjecture. This is a conjecture on the arith-
metic intersection numbers of arbitrary special cycles
Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn−t),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yt)
in N hEv/Fv(1, n − 1), for 0 ≤ t ≤ n.
In [Cho18], we proved the following proposition.
Proposition 1.2. ([Cho18, Proposition 5.10])
(1) Let x ∈ V. If h(x, x) has valuation 0, then
Z(x) ≃ N hEv/Fv(1, n − 2).
(2) Let y ∈ V. If h(y, y) has valuation −1, then
Y(y) ≃ N h−1Ev/Fv(1, n − 2).
This proposition has two important remarks.
First, we can regard the arithmetic intersection numbers of special cycles
in N hEv/Fv(1, n−1) as those in N
n
Ev/Fv
(1, 2n−1). For example, the arithmetic
intersection number of Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn) in N
0
Ev/Fv
(1, n−1) is the arithmetic
intersection number of Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yn) in N
n
Ev/Fv
(1, 2n−
1), where y1, . . . , yn have −1 valuations.
Second, Y(y) are not empty when h(y, y) has −1 valuation. This means
that we need a certain −1 valuation on the analytic side. This is one im-
portant difference between hyperspecial level case (h = 0) and minuscule
parahoric level structure case (h 6= 0).
Therefore, it suffices to formulate conjectural formulas for the arithmetic
intersection numbers of Z and Y-cycles in N nEv/Fv(1, 2n − 1).
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First step is the arithmetic intersection number
(1.0.1) 〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yn)〉.
Let B be the following 2n× 2n-matrix.
B =
(
h(xi, xi) h(xi, yl)
h(yk, xj) h(yk, yl)
)
1≤i,j,l,k≤n
.
Then, a conjectural formula for (1.0.1) should satisfy the following three
properties.
(1) (1.0.1) should be compatible with the Kudla-Rapoport conjecture.
When B = diag(B1, pi
−11n), 〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yn)〉
can be reduced to 〈Z(x1), . . .Z(xn)〉 in N
0
Ev/Fv
(1, n− 1) by n-times
reduction in Proposition 1.2. Therefore,
〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yn)〉 =
α′(1n, B1)
α(1n, 1n)
.
(2) (1.0.1) should be invariant under GLn(OEv )×GLn(OEv )-action.
InN 0Ev/Fv(1, n−1), 〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn)〉 is invariant underGLn(OEv)-
action on {x1, . . . , xn}. In our case, 〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 6= 〈Z(y),Y(x)〉
since Z-cycle is empty when h(x, x) has −1 valuation, but Y-cycle
is not empty. But, it seems that we can change {x1, . . . , xn} to an
element in its GLn(OEv )-orbit and {y1, . . . , yn} to an element in its
GLn(OEv)-orbit. This implies that (1.0.1) cannot be a sum of usual
representation densities.
(3) (1.0.1) should be invariant under θ : N := N nEv/Fv(1, 2n−1) ≃ N̂ :=
N nEv/Fv(1, 2n − 1).
Recall that we have an isomorphism θ : N ≃ N̂ . This changes
Z-cycles to Y-cycles, Y-cycles to Z-cycles. More precisely,
θ(Z(xi)) = Y(x
′
i),
for some x′i such that λ
′
X ◦ x
′
i = xi, where λ
′
X is the polarization of
the framing object of N̂ and
θ(Y(yi)) = Z(λX ◦ yi).
Since θ is an isomorphism, we have
〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yn)〉
= 〈θ(Z(x1)), . . . , θ(Z(xn)), θ(Y(y1)), . . . , θ(Y(yn))〉
= 〈Z(λX ◦ y1), . . . ,Z(λX ◦ yn),Y(x
′
1), . . . ,Y(x
′
n)〉.
This changes the matrix B. More precisely, if
B =
(
E F
G H
)
,
for n× n-matrices E,F,G,H, then we have
B∨n :=
(
h′(λX ◦ yi, λX ◦ yj) h
′(λX ◦ yi, x
′
l)
h′(x′k, λX ◦ yj) h
′(x′k, x
′
l)
)
=
(
piH G
F pi−1E
)
,
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where h′ is the hermitian form induced by λ′X.
Therefore, our formula should be invariant under the change B ↔
B∨n .
We want to find the Fourier coefficients of a certain Siegel-Eisenstein series
satisfying all of the above three properties.
In the case of N 0Ev/Fv(1, n − 1), the representation density α
′(1n, B) is
related to the arithmetic intersection number 〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn)〉 because
it is associated to the local Whittaker function of 1˜Ln0 . Here, 1˜Ln0 is the
Siegel-Weil section associated to a characteristic function 1Ln0 , where L0 is
an OEv -lattice of rank n with hermitian form 1n.
In the case of N nEv/Fv(1, 2n−1), we need to consider a functionWn,n(B, r)
which is associated to the local Whittaker function of 1˜n,n. Here, 1˜n,n
is the Siegel-Weil section associated to the characteristic function 1n,n =
1(L∨n)n⊕(Ln)n . Here Ln is an OEv -lattice of rank 2n with the hermitian form(
1n 0
0 pi−11n
)
,
and L∨n is its dual lattice. Note that we have a −1 valuation on the matrix.
This is because we should allow −1 valuation on Y-cycles.
Now, we can naively guess that (1.0.1) ∼ W ′n,n(B, 0). But, this is not
true. In the case of bad reductions, we need some correction terms for
(1.0.1) (cf. [KR00] [KRY], [San17], [RSZ17], [RSZ18a]). In many previous
papers ([KR00] [KRY], [San17]), these are some linear combination of local
Whittaker functions at r = 0.
We have one clue to find the correction terms. If B = diag(B1, pi
−11n),
then W ′n,n(B, 0) is already equal to α
′(1n, B1) up to a constant. Therefore,
W ′n,n(B, 0) already gives the compatibility with the Kudla-Rapoport con-
jecture. This means that we need a correction term such that it vanishes
when B = diag(B1, pi
−11n).
For this reason, we chose a linear combination of functions Wn,t(B, 0)
which are associated to the local Whittaker functions of 1˜n,t, t ≤ n − 1,
where 1˜n,t is the Siegel-Weil section associated to the characteristic function
1n,t = 1(L∨t )n⊕(Lt)n . Here Lt is an OEv -lattice of rank 2n with the hermitian
form (
12n−t 0
0 pi−11t
)
,
These terms vanishes when B = diag(B1, pi
−11n).
Then, one can guess (1.0.1)∼ W ′n,n(B, 0)−
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βni Wn,i(B, 0) for some
constants βni . Now, how can we determine these constants β
n
i ? Here, we
use the third property of (1.0.1).
Theorem 1.3. (Theorem 3.16) There are the unique constants
βn0 , . . . , β
n
n−1, δh,
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in Ev such that
W ′n,n(B, 0) −W
′
n,n(B
∨n , 0)
=
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βni Wn,i(B, 0)−
∑
0≤j≤n−1
βnjWn,j(B
∨n , 0) + δhWn,n(B, 0).
Indeed, we can compute all constants βni explicitly. Now, our conjecture
is as follows.
Conjecture 1.4. (Conjecture 3.17)
〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yn)〉
=
1
Wn,n(An, 0)
{W ′n,n(B, 0)−
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βni Wn,i(B, 0)}.
Here, An = diag(1n, pi
−11n).
We prove that this holds when n = 1 (Theorem 4.8).
Now, in the case of the arithmetic intersection number of arbitrary special
cycles
〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(x2n−h),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yh)〉
in N n(1, 2n − 1) (0 ≤ h ≤ 2n), we can formulate a similar conjecture. The
only differences are characteristic functions and the dual relation under θ.
Let 1˜h,t be the Siegel-Weil section associated to the characteristic function
1(L∨t )2n−h⊕(Lt)h . We consider the functions Wh,t(B, 0) which are associated
to the local Whittaker functions of 1˜h,t. Also, we define B
∨h as follows. If
B =
(
h(xi, xj) h(xi, yl)
h(yk, xj) h(yk, yl)
)
1≤i,j≤2n−h,1≤k,l≤h =
(
E F
G H
)
,
for (2n−h)× (2n−h)-matrix E, (2n−h)×h-matrix F , h× (2n−h)-matrix
G, and h× h-matrix H, then we define
B∨h :=
(
h(λX ◦ yi, λX ◦ yj) h(λX ◦ yi, x
′
l)
h(x′k, λX ◦ yj) h(x
′
k, x
′
l)
)
=
(
piH G
F pi−1E
)
Then, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.5. (Theorem 3.16) There are the unique constants
βh0 , . . . , β
h
n−1, β
2n−h
0 , . . . , β
2n−h
n−1 , δh,
in Ev such that
W ′h,n(B, 0)−W
′
2n−h,n(B
∨h , 0)
=
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βhi Wh,i(B, 0)−
∑
0≤j≤n−1
β2n−hj W2n−h,j(B
∨h , 0) + δhWh,n(B, 0).
All of these constants can be computed explicitly.
Now, our conjecture on the arithmetic intersection number
〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(x2n−h),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yh)〉
is as follows.
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Conjecture 1.6. (Conjecture 3.26) For 0 ≤ h ≤ 2n, we have
〈Z(x1), . . . ,Z(x2n−h),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yh)〉
=
1
Wn,n(An, 0)
{W ′h,n(B, 0)−
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βhi Wh,i(B, 0)}.
By the construction of the conjectures, these are compatible with the
Kudla-Rapoport conjecture. Also, we prove that these conjectures hold
when n = 1, 0 ≤ h ≤ 2 and we prove that these are compatible with
the result of Li and Zhang in [LZ19] (almost-self dual case). Therefore,
Conjecture 1.4 and Conjecture 1.6 are compatible with all known results.
Now, we explain the outline of the paper.
In Section 2, we review some geometric background on special cycles on
unitary Rapoport-Zink spaces. Also, we state some properties of the arith-
metic intersection numbers of special cycles. In Section 3, we define the
functions Wh,t(B, r) and formulate our conjectures. Here, we use the result
of [Hir00] with some modification. In Section 4, we prove that the conjec-
tures hold when n = 1. Here, we use the result of [San17]. In Appendix A,
we prove that our conjecture is compatible with the formula of the arith-
metic intersection number of Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn) in N
1
Ev/Fv
(1, n − 1) which is
proved by Li and Zhang in [LZ19] (this is the almost self-dual case in loc.
cit.).
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Yifeng Liu for many helpful
discussions. In particular, the discussions with him were very helpful to
formulate our conjectures.
2. Unitary Rapoport-Zink spaces and special cycles
In this section, we recall some facts and definitions of unitary (relative)
Rapoport-Zink spaces N hEv/Fv (1, n−1) and special cycles Z,Y from [Cho18].
2.1. The moduli space N hEv/Fv(1, n−1). We fix a prime p > 2. Let Fv be
an unramified finite extension of Qp with ring of integers OFv , and residue
field Fq. We fix a uniformizer pi of OFv (this is just p, but we will use the
general notation for future use). Let Ev be a quadratic unramified extension
of Fv with ring of integers OEv . We write E˘v for the completion of a maximal
unramified extension of Ev and OE˘v for its ring of integers. We denote by
Fq2 (resp. k) the residue field of OEv (resp. OE˘v ). Denote by
∗ the nontrivial
Galois automorphism of Ev over Fv.
Now, we fix an integer 0 ≤ h ≤ n. To define our moduli spaceN hEv/Fv(1, n−
1), we need to fix a triple (X, iX, λX) consisting of the following data:
(1) X is a supersingular strict formal OFv -module of Fv-height 2n over
Fq2 (we refer to [Cho18, Definition 2.1] for the precise definition of the
supersingular strict formal OFv -modules);
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(2) iX : OEv → EndX is an OEv -action on X that extends the OFv -action
on X;
(3) λX is a polarization
λX : X→ X
∨,
such that the corresponding Rosati involution induces the involution ∗ on
OEv .
We also impose the following conditions:
(a) For all a ∈ OEv , the action iX satisfies
Charpol(iX(a)|LieX) = (T − a)(T − a
∗)n−1.
Here, we view (T −a)(T −a∗)n−1 as an element of OS [T ] via the structure
morphism;
(b) We assume that KerλX ⊂ X[pi] and its order is q
2h.
Now, let (Nilp) be the category of OEv -schemes S such that pi is locally
nilpotent on S. Then the functor NhEv/Fv(1, n − 1) associates to a scheme
S ∈ (Nilp) the set of isomorphism classes of tuples (X, iX , λX , ρX).
Here X is a supersingular strict formal OFv -module of Fv-height 2n over S
and iX is an OEv -action onX satisfying the following determinant condition:
For all a ∈ Ev,
Charpol(iX(a)|LieX) = (T − a)(T − a
∗)n−1 ∈ OS [T ].
ρX is an OEv -linear quasi-isogeny
ρX : XS → X×Fq2 S,
of height 0, where S = S ×OEv Fq2 and XS is the base change X ×S S.
Finally, λX : X → X
∨ is a polarization such that its Rosati involution
induces the involution ∗ on OEv , and the following diagram commutes up to
a constant in O×Fv
XS X
∨
S
XS X
∨
S
.
λX
S
ρX
λX
S
ρ∨
X
Two quadruples (X, iX , λX , ρX) and (X
′, iX′ , λX′ , ρX′) are isomorphic if
there exists an OEv -linear isomorphism α : X → X
′ such that ρX′ ◦ (α ×S
S) = ρX and α
∨ ◦ λX′ ◦ α differs locally on S from λX by a scalar in O
×
Fv
.
Then the functor N hEv/Fv (1, n − 1) ⊗ OE˘v is representable by a formal
scheme over Spf OE˘v which is locally formally of finite type. Also, this
formal scheme is regular (see [Cho18, Proposition 3.33]). For simplicity,
denote by N the moduli space N hEv/Fv(1, n − 1)⊗OE˘v .
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2.2. Special cycles. In this subsection, we recall the definitions of special
cycles from [Cho18, Section 5]. We denote by val the valuation of Ev. We
fix a triple (Y, i
Y
, λ
Y
). Here Y is a strict formal OFv -module of Fv-height
2 over k, and i
Y
is an OEv -action satisfying the determinant condition of
signature (0, 1). Also, λ
Y
is a principal polarization. Then, we can consider
the corresponding moduli space N 0(0, 1). For simplicity, we write N 0 for
N 0(0, 1)⊗OE˘v , N for N
h(1, n− 1)⊗OE˘v and N̂ for N
n−h(1, n− 1)⊗OE˘v .
Definition 2.1.
(1) ([KR11, Definition 3.1]) The space of special homomorphisms is the
Ev-vector space
V := HomOEv (Y,X)⊗Z Q.
For x, y ∈ V, we define a hermitian form h on V as
h(x, y) = λ−1
Y
◦ y∨ ◦ λX ◦ x ∈ EndOEv (Y)⊗Q
i−1
Y
≃ Ev.
We often omit i−1
Y
via the identification EndOEv (Y)⊗Q≃Ev.
(2) We denote by θ : N → N̂ the isomorphism which is defined in
[Cho18, Remark 5.2]. More precisely, For each OE˘v -scheme S such
that pi is locally nilpotent, the isomorphism θ sends (X, iX , λX , ρX) ∈
N (S) to
(X∨, i
∨
X , λ
′
X , (ρ
∨
X)
−1) ∈ N̂ (S).
Here λ′X : X
∨ → X is the unique polarization such that λ′X ◦ λX =
iX(pi), and for a ∈ OEv , the action i
∨
X is defined as i
∨
X(a) := iX(a
∗)∨.
Definition 2.2. ([KR11, Definition 3.2], [Cho18, Definition 5.4])
(1) For x ∈ V, we define the special cycle Z(x) to be the closed formal
subscheme of N 0 × N with the following property: For each OE˘v -
scheme S such that pi is locally nilpotent, Z(x)(S) is the set of all
points ξ = (Y , iY , λY , ρY ,X, iX , λX , ρX) in (N
0 × N )(S) such that
the quasi-homomorphism
ρ−1X ◦ x ◦ ρY : Y ×S S → X ×S S
extends to a homomorphism from Y to X.
(2) For y ∈ V, we define the special cycle Y(y) in N 0 × N as fol-
lows. First, consider the special cycle Z(λX ◦ y) in N
0 × N̂ . This
is the closed formal subscheme of N 0 × N̂ . We define Y(y) as
(id × θ−1)(Z(λX ◦ y)) in N
0 ×N .
Note that N 0 can be identified with Spf OE˘v , and hence Z(x),Y(y) can
be identified with closed formal subschemes of N .
Proposition 2.3. ([Cho18, Proposition 5.9]) The functors Z(x) and Y(y)
are represented by closed formal subschemes of N 0 ×N . In fact, Z(x) and
Y(y) are relative divisors in N 0 ×N (or empty) for any x, y ∈ V\{0}.
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In the next subsection, we will use the following propositions.
Proposition 2.4. ([Cho18, Proposition 5.10])
(1) If val(h(x, x)) = 0, then Z(x) ≃ N hEv/Fv(1, n − 2)OE˘v .
(2) If val(h(y, y)) = −1, then Y(y) ≃ N h−1Ev/Fv(1, n − 2)OE˘v .
Proposition 2.5. ([Cho18, Proposition 5.11]) Assume that val(h(x, x)) = 0
and val(h(y, y)) = −1. Assume further that by rescaling as in the proof of
[Cho18, Proposition 5.10], x∗ ◦x = 1, and (λX ◦y)
∗ ◦ (λX ◦y) = 1. We define
ex := x ◦ x
∗ and ey := (λX ◦ y) ◦ (λX ◦ y)
∗. Fix isomorphisms
Φ : Z(x) ≃ N hEv/Fv(1, n − 2)OE˘v ,
Ψ : Y(y) ≃ N h−1Ev/Fv(1, n − 2)OE˘v ,
as in Proposition 2.4. Then the following statements hold.
(1) For z ∈ V such that h(x, z) = 0, let z′ := (1− ex)◦z. Then, we have
Φ(Z(x) ∩ Z(z)) = Z(z′) in N hEv/Fv(1, n − 2) and h(z
′, z′) = h(z, z).
(2) For w ∈ V such that h(x,w) = 0, let w′ := (1−ex)◦w. Then, we have
Φ(Z(x)∩Y(w)) = Y(w′) in N hEv/Fv(1, n−2) and h(w
′, w′) = h(w,w).
(3) For z ∈ V such that h(y, z) = 0, let z′ := (1−e∨y )◦z. Then, we have
Ψ(Y(y) ∩ Z(z)) = Z(z′) in N h−1Ev/Fv(1, n − 2) and h(z
′, z′) = h(z, z).
(4) For w ∈ V such that h(y,w) = 0, let w′ := (1−e∨y )◦w. Then, we have
Ψ(Y(y)∩Y(w)) = Y(w′) in N h−1Ev/Fv(1, n−2) and h(w
′, w′) = h(w,w).
2.3. Arithmetic intersection numbers of special cycles. In this sub-
section, we use the notation in Section 2.2. For each x, y ∈ V, the special
cycles Z(x),Y(y) can be identified with relative divisors in the regular for-
mal scheme N by Definition 2.2 and Proposition 2.3. In this subsection, we
assume that N = N nEv/Fv(1, 2n − 1).
Definition 2.6. Let [x,y] = [x1, . . . , x2n−t, y1, . . . , yt] be a basis of V. For
special cycles Z(xi),Y(yj), 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− t, 1 ≤ j ≤ t, we denote by I
n
t (x,y)
their arithmetic intersection number in N . More precisely,
Int (x,y) := χ(OZ(x1)⊗
L
ON
· · ·⊗LON OZ(x2n−t)⊗
L
ON
OY(y1)⊗
L
ON
· · ·⊗LON OY(yt)).
Here, we write χ for the Euler-Poincare characteristic and ⊗L for the derived
tensor product of ON -modules.
In the next section, we will formulate a conjectural formula for arithmetic
intersection numbers Int (x,y). First, let us consider the intersection number
Inn(x,y). Let B and B
∨ be the matrices
B =
(
h(xi, xj) h(xi, yl)
h(yk, xj) h(yk, yl)
)
1≤i,j,k,l≤n
,
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B∨ =
(
pih(yk, yl) h(yk, xj)
h(xi, yl) pi
−1h(xi, xj)
)
1≤i,j,k,l≤n
.
We expect that Inn(x,y) satisfies the following four properties
(1) (Compatibility with N 0(1, n − 1))
Assume that
B =
(
B1 0
0 pi−11n
)
.
Then by Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5, Inn(x,y) is the intersec-
tion number of special cycles in N 0(1, n−1). Therefore, our formula
should be compatible with [KR11, Conjecture 1.3]. More precisely,
we should have
Inn(x,y) =
α′(1n, B1)
α(1n, 1n)
,
where α is the representation density (see Section 3.2 for its precise
definition) and α′ is the derivative of the representation density.
(2) (Linear invariance under GLn(OEv)×GLn(OEv )-action)
Note that in the case of N 0(1, n − 1), the intersection number of
special cycles Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn) is invariant under GLn(OEv)-action
(see [How19]). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that Inn(x,y) has
similar linear invariance. Let g = g1 × g2 ∈ GLn(OEv) ×GLn(OEv )
and let x˜ = xg1, y˜ = yg2. We conjecture that I
n
n(x˜, y˜) = I
n
n(x,y).
(3) (Invariance under the isomorphism θ : N = N n(1, 2n − 1) → N̂ =
N n(1, 2n − 1))
Since the intersection number of Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn) in N
0(1, n − 1)
depends only on the matrix (h(xi, xj)), it is reasonable to expect
that Inn(x,y) depends only on B. Now, assume that xi = λ
′
X(y
′
i)
for some y′i ∈ HomOEv (Y,X
∨) ⊗Z Q, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (this is the space
of special homomorphisms associated to N̂ ). Also, we write x′i for
λX(yi). Then the intersection number of Z(xi)’s and Y(yj)’s in N
are the same as the intersection number of Y(y′i)’s and Z(x
′
j)’s in
N̂ . Note that(
h′(x′i, x
′
j)) h
′(x′i, y
′
l)
h′(y′k, x
′
j) h
′(y′k, y
′
l)
)
1≤i,j,k,l≤n
= B∨,
where h′(x, y) = λ−1
Y
◦ y∨ ◦ λ′X ◦ x (this is the hermitian form on
HomOEv (Y,X
∨)⊗Z Q).
Since N = N̂ and we expect the Inn(x,y) depends only on B, our
conjectural formula should be invariant under the change B ↔ B∨.
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(4) (Compatibility with N n(1, n − 1))
Assume that
B =
(
1n 0
0 B2
)
.
Then by Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5, Inn(x,y) is the intersec-
tion number of special cycles in N n(1, n−1). By [KR11, Conjecture
1.3] and the isomorphism between N 0(1, n−1) and N n(1, n−1), we
should have
Inn(x,y) =
α′(1n, piB2)
α(1n, 1n)
.
Indeed, this follows from (1) and (3).
Remark 2.7. (1) Assume that
B =

B1 0 0 0
0 1h 0 0
0 0 B2 0
0 0 0 pi−11n−h
 ,
where B1 (resp. B2) is a (n − h) × (n − h) (resp. h × h) matrix.
Then by Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5, Inn(x,y) is the intersec-
tion number of Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn−h),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yh) in N
h(1, n−1).
Here, we have abused notation slightly by writing x1, . . . , xn−h, y1, . . . , yh
for x′1, . . . x
′
n−h, y
′
1, . . . , y
′
h after n-times reductions in Proposition 2.5.
Therefore, our conjectural formula for Inn(x,y) (which will be for-
mulated in the next section) also gives a conjectural formula for the
intersection numbers of the special cycles
Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn−h),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yh)
in N h(1, n − 1).
(2) More generally, ∀0 ≤ t ≤ n, we consider the intersection number
In2n−t−h(x,y), i.e., the intersection number of
Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xt+h),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(y2n−t−h).
. Assume that
B =
(
h(xi, xj) h(xi, yl)
h(yk, xj) h(yk, yl)
)
1≤i,j≤t+h,1≤k,l≤2n−t−h
=

B1 0 0 0
0 1h 0 0
0 0 B2 0
0 0 0 pi−11n−h
 ,
where B1 (resp. B2) is a t × t (resp. n − t × n − t) matrix. Then
by Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5, In2n−t−h(x,y) is the intersec-
tion number of Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xt),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yn−t) in N
h(1, n−1).
Therefore, the conjectural formula for In2n−t−h(x,y) (which will be
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formulated in the next section) also gives a conjectural formula for
the intersection numbers of Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xt),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yn−t) in
N h(1, n − 1).
3. Weighted representation densities and local conjectures
In this section, we will study weighted representation densities and relate
them to the intersection numbers of special cycles.
3.1. Weighted representation densities. In this subsection, we will study
some weighted representation densities and their explicit formulas. Here we
follow the notation in [KR14, Section 10] and [Hir00].
We fix the standard additive character ψv : Fv → C
× that is trivial on
OFv . Let V
+
v (resp. V
−
v ) be a split (resp. nonsplit) 2n-dimensional hermitian
space over Ev and let S((V
±
v )
2n) be the space of Schwartz functions on
(V ±v )
2n. Let Vr,r be the split hermitian space of signature (r, r), and let Lr,r
be a self-dual lattice in Vr,r. We write ϕr,r for the characteristic function
of (Lr,r)
n and (V ±v )
[r] for V ±v ⊕ Vr,r. Given ϕ in S((V
±
v )
2n), we define a
function ϕ[r] by ϕ⊗ ϕr,r ∈ S(((V
±
v )
[r])2n).
We define the sets
V2n(Ev) = {Y ∈M2n,2n(Ev)|
tY ∗ = Y },
X2n(Ev) = {X ∈ GL2n(Ev)|
tX∗ = X}.
The group GL2n(Ev) acts on X2n(Ev) by g · X = gX
tg∗, where g ∈
GL2n(Ev), X ∈ X2n(Ev).
We define the Iwahori subgroup
Γ2n = {γ = (γij) ∈ GL2n(OEv )|γij ∈ piOEv if i > j}.
For X,Y ∈ V2n(Ev), we define 〈X,Y 〉 = Tr(XY ). For X ∈ Mm,n(Ev)
and A ∈ Vm(Ev), we define A[X] =
t X∗AX ∈ Vn(Ev).
Definition 3.1. Let 0 ≤ h, t ≤ n. If t is even (resp. t is odd) we define Lt
as a lattice of rank 2n in V +v (resp. V
−
v ) with hermitian form defined by
At =
(
12n−t
pi−11t
)
.
Let 1h,t be the characteristic function of (L
∨
t )
2n−h × Lht , where L
∨
t is
the dual lattice with respect to the hermitian form. This is an element in
S((V +v )
2n) (resp. S((V −v )
2n)) if t is even (resp. t is odd). We can view 1h,t
as the characteristic function of the set of matrices of the form(
A B
C D
)
,
where A ∈ M2n−t,2n−h(OEv ), B ∈ M2n−t,h(OEv ), C ∈ piMt,2n−h(OEv ), and
D ∈ Mt,h(OEv ). Here we use the basis of Lt such that the hermitian form
of Lt with respect to this basis is At.
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For an element B ∈ X2n(Ev), we define
Wh,t(B, r) =
∫
V2n(Ev)
∫
M2n+2r,2n(Ev)
ψv(〈Y,A
[r]
t [X] −B〉)1
[r]
h,t(X)dXdY.
Here dY (resp. dX) is the Haar measure on V2n(Ev) (resp. M2n+2r,2n(Ev))
such that ∫
V2n(OEv )
dY = 1 (resp.
∫
M2n+2r,2n(OEv )
dX = 1).
Also, A
[r]
t is the 2n+ 2r × 2n+ 2r matrix
A
[r]
t =
(
At
12r
)
.
Remark 3.2. The above definition and notation are modelled on the proof
of [KR14, Proposition 10.1]. Therefore, we will relate the integrals Wh,t to
certain local Whittaker integrals later. Note that the above Haar measures
are different from the measures in [KR14, Proposition 10.1]. This is because
we need to use the results in [Hir00], therefore we used the measures in loc.
cit.
Lemma 3.3. (cf. [Hir00, Proposition 3.2]) For B ∈ X2n(Ev), we have
Wh,t(B, r) =
∑
Y ∈Γ2n\X2n(Ev)
G(Y,B)Fh(Y,A
[r]
t )
α(Y ; Γ2n)
.
Here
Fh(Y,A
[r]
t ) =
∫
M2n+2r,2n(Ev)
ψv(〈Y,A
[r]
t [X]〉)1
[r]
h,t(X)dX,
and
G(Y,B) =
∫
Γ2n
ψv(〈Y,−B[γ]〉)dγ,
where dγ is the Haar measure on M2n,2n(OEv ) such that
∫
M2n,2n(OEv )
dγ = 1.
Also,
α(Y ; Γ2n) = lim
d→∞
q−4dn
2
Nd(Y ; Γ2n),
where
Nd(Y ; Γ2n) = |{γ ∈ Γ2n(modpi
d)|γ · Y ≡ Y (modpid)}|.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of [Hir00, Proposition 3.2].

Definition 3.4. Let X be an element
X =
(
A B
C D
)
in X2n(Ev), where
A ∈M2n−h,2n−h(Ev),
B ∈M2n−h,h(Ev),
C ∈Mh,2n−h(Ev),
D ∈Mh,h(Ev).
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We denote by X∨h the element
X∨h =
(
piD C
B pi−1A
)
.
Also, we define X∧h as the element
X∧h =
(
pi−1D C
B piA
)
.
Let R2n be the set
R2n = {Yσ,e|(σ, e) ∈ S2n × Z
2n, σ2 = 1, ei = eσ(i)∀i},
where S2n is the symmetric group of degree 2n and
Yσ,e = σ
 pi
e1 0
. . .
0 pie2n
 .
Then, by [Hir00, Theorem 1], the set R2n forms a complete set of repre-
sentatives of Γ2n\X2n.
Lemma 3.5. For B ∈ X2n(Ev), Wh,t(B, r) is invariant under the action of
Γ2n and (GL2n−h ×GLh)(OEv ) on B.
Proof. Let γ ∈ Γ2n ∪ (GL2n−h ×GLh)(OEv ). Then, we have
Wh,t(B, r) =
∫
V2n(Ev)
∫
M2n+2r,2n(Ev)
ψv(〈Y,A
[r]
t [X]−B〉)1
[r]
h,t(X)dXdY
=
∫
V2n(Ev)
∫
M2n+2r,2n(Ev)
ψv(〈Y,A
[r]
t [Xγ]−B〉)1
[r]
h,t(Xγ)d(Xγ)dY.
Since γ ∈ Γ2n ∪ (GL2n−h ×GLh)(OEv ), we have 1
[r]
h,t(X) = 1
[r]
h,t(Xγ). Also,
val(det(γ)) = 0 implies that d(Xγ) = dX. Therefore, the above equation is
equal to∫
V2n(Ev)
∫
M2n+2r,2n(Ev)
ψv(〈Y,A
[r]
t [Xγ] −B〉)1
[r]
h,t(X)d(X)dY.
Also, we have
〈Y,A
[r]
t [Xγ] −B〉 = Tr(Y (
tγ∗)(tX∗)A
[r]
t Xγ − Y B)
= Tr((tγ∗)Y γ(tX∗)A
[r]
t X − (
tγ∗)Y γγ−1B(tγ∗)−1)
= 〈(tγ∗)Y γ,A
[r]
t [X] − γ
−1B(tγ∗)−1〉.
Now, we make a change of variables Y → (tγ∗)−1Y γ−1. Since val(det(γ)) =
0 the above equation is equal to∫
V2n(Ev)
∫
M2n+2r,2n(Ev)
ψv(〈Y,A
[r]
t [X] − γ
−1B(tγ∗)−1〉)1
[r]
h,t(X)d(X)dY
=Wh,t(γ
−1B(tγ∗)−1, r).
This finishes the proof. 
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By the invariance under Γ2n, it suffices to consider B ∈ R2n. Also, by the
invariance under (GL2n−h × GLh)(OEv ), it suffices to consider Yτ,λ ∈ R2n
where τ satisfies
(3.1.1) τ(i) =

i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− h− s;
i+ h, 2n− h− s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n − h;
i, 2n− h+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− s;
i− h, 2n− s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n,
for some 1 ≤ s ≤ min(h, 2n − h).
Definition 3.6. We defineRh2n by the set of Yτ,λ ∈ R2n satisfying the above
conditions (3.1.1) on τ . These are the matrices of the form
B =

B1
B4
B3
B2
 ,
where B1, B2, B3, B4 are diagonal matrices as follows.
B1 =
 pi
λ1
. . .
piλ2n−h−s
 ;
B2 = B4 =
 pi
λ2n−h−s+1
. . .
piλ2n−h
=
 pi
λ2n−s+1
. . .
piλ2n
 ;
B3 =
 pi
λ2n−h+1
. . .
piλ2n−s
 .
Definition 3.7. Let Y = Yσ,e ∈ R2n.
(1) We define the sets Ah1(Y ), A
h
2(Y ), B
h
1 (Y ), B
h
2 (Y ), C
h
1 (Y ), C
h
2 (Y ) as
follows.
Ah1(Y ) = { 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− h | σ(j) = j };
Ah2(Y ) = { 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− h | σ(j) 6= j };
Bh1 (Y ) = { 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− h | 2n − h+ 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n };
Bh2 (Y ) = { 2n− h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n | 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n− h };
Ch1 (Y ) = { 2n − h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n | σ(j) = j };
Ch2 (Y ) = { 2n − h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n | σ(j) 6= j }.
(2) For 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n, we define
k∨h =
{
k + h, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h;
k − (2n − h), 2n− h+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n.
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(3) For 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, we define
j∧h =
{
j + h, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− h;
j − (2n − h), 2n− h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n.
Therefore, j∧h = j∨h . We use this notation in order to avoid confu-
sion in the proof of several lemmas below.
(4) For τ in (3.1.1), we define
τ∨h(i) =

i, 1 ≤ i ≤ h− s;
i+ (2n− h), h− s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ h;
i, h+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− s;
i− (2n− h) 2n− s+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n.
(5) We define σ∧h as follows.
σ∧h(j∧h) =

σ(j) + h, j ∈ Ah1(Y ) ∪A
h
2(Y );
σ(j) − (2n− h), j ∈ Bh1 (Y );
σ(j) + h, j ∈ Bh2 (Y );
σ(j) − (2n− h) j ∈ Ch1 (Y ) ∪ C
h
2 (Y ).
Lemma 3.8. For Y ∈ R2n and B ∈ R
h
2n, we have
G(Y,B) = G(Y ∧h , B∨h).
Proof. Let Y = Yσ,e, B = Yτ,λ. We use the notations in Definition 3.6,
Definition 3.7 and suppress h from the notations for simplicity. Also, we
write O for OEv .
Note that
(B[γ])ji =
2n∑
k=1
γ∗kjpi
λkγτ(k)i.
Therefore, we have
〈Y,B[γ]〉 =
2n∑
j=1
Yσ(j)j(B[γ])jσ(j)
=
2n∑
j=1
Yσ(j)j
2n∑
k=1
γ∗kjpi
λkγτ(k)i
2n∑
j=1
2n∑
k=1
piej+λkγ∗kjγτ(k)σ(j).
Similarly, we can compute 〈Y ∧, B∨[γ]〉. Before we do so, we need some
notations.
We define µk, (1 ≤ k ≤ 2n) as follows.
µk =

λ2n−h+k + 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ h− s;
λ2n−h+k, h− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ h;
λk−h − 1, h+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− s;
λk−h, 2n− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n.
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Also, we define fj, (1 ≤ j ≤ 2n) as follows.
fj =

ej+2n−h − 1, if 1 ≤ j ≤ h, j + (2n− h) ∈ C
h
1 (Y ) ∪ C
h
2 (Y );
ej, if 1 ≤ j ≤ h, j + (2n− h) ∈ B
h
2 (Y );
ej, if h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, j − h ∈ B
h
1 (Y );
ej−h + 1, if h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, j − h ∈ A
h
1(Y ) ∪A
h
2(Y ).
Then, we can show that Y ∧ = Yσ∧,f and B
∨ = Yτ∨,µ. Therefore, we have
〈Y ∧, B∨[γ]〉 =
2n∑
j=1
2n∑
k=1
pifj+µkγ∗kjγτ∨(k)σ∧(j).
=
2n∑
j∧=1
2n∑
k∨=1
pifj∧+µk∨γ∗k∨j∧γτ∨(k∨)σ∧(j∧).
These two formulas give explicit formulas for G(Y,B) and G(Y ∧h , B∨h)
as in the proof of [Hir00, Proposition 4.2]. For example,
G(Y,B) =
∏
k=τ(k)<j=σ(j)
∫
O ψv(pi
ej+λk Nm(x))dx
×
∏
k=τ(k)=j=σ(j)
∫
O× ψv(pi
ej+λk Nm(x))dx
×
∏
k=τ(k)>j=σ(j)
∫
piO ψv(pi
ej+λk Nm(x))dx
×
∏
k<j,τ(k)<σ(j),k 6=τ(k) or j 6=σ(j)
∫
O×O ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k=j,τ(k)<σ(j),k 6=τ(k) or j 6=σ(j)
∫
O××O ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k>j,τ(k)<σ(j),k 6=τ(k) or j 6=σ(j)
∫
piO×O ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k<j,τ(k)=σ(j),k 6=τ(k) or j 6=σ(j)
∫
O×O× ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k=j,τ(k)=σ(j),k 6=τ(k) or j 6=σ(j)
∫
O××O× ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k>j,τ(k)=σ(j),k 6=τ(k) or j 6=σ(j)
∫
piO×O× ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k<j,τ(k)>σ(j),k 6=τ(k) or j 6=σ(j)
∫
O×piO ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k=j,τ(k)>σ(j),k 6=τ(k) or j 6=σ(j)
∫
O××piO ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k>j,τ(k)>σ(j),k 6=τ(k) or j 6=σ(j)
∫
piO×piO ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy
Similarly, we have a formula for G(Y ∧h , B∨h).
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Now, we will prove the lemma via term by term comparison. We write
Gk,j(Y,B) for (k, j)-term of G(Y,B) and Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h) for (k∨, j∧)-term
of G(Y ∧h , B∨h).
Note that we have the following rules.
(1) If k − j < 0, then γkj runs over O. If k − j = 0, then γkj runs over
O×. If k − j < 0, then γkj runs over piO. The cases of (τ(k), σ(j)),
(k∨, j∧) and (τ∨(k∨), σ∧(j∧)) are similar.
(2) If k = τ(k) and j = σ(j), then the integrand in Gk,j(Y,B) is
ψv(pi
ej+λk Nm(x)). Otherwise, it is ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy)). The case
of (k∨, j∧, τ∨, σ∧), (fj∧, µk∨) is similar.
We write
Case 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h− s,
Case 2 for 2n− h− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h,
Case 3 for 2n− h+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n − s, and
Case 4 for 2n− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n.
Also, we write
Case A for j ∈ Ah1(Y ) ∪A
h
2(Y ),
Case B1 for j ∈ B
h
1 (Y ),
Case B2 for j ∈ B
h
2 (Y ) and
Case C for j ∈ Ch1 (Y ) ∪ C
h
2 (Y ).
Then, we have the following 16 cases.
(1) Case 1-A In this case, we have
• 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h− s, h+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k + h ≤ 2n− s;
• τ(k) = k, τ∨(k∨) = k∨;
• 1 ≤ j, σ(j) ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ j∧, σ∧(j∧) ≤ 2n;
• j∧ = j + h, σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) + h.
Therefore,
• k − j = k∨ − j∧;
• τ(k) − σ(j) = τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧);
• λk + ej = µk∨ + fj∧ = λk − 1 + ej + 1.
This implies that Gk,j(Y,B) = Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
(2) Case 2-A In this case, we have
• 2n − h− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k + h ≤ 2n− s;
• 2n − s+ 1 ≤ τ(k) = k + h ≤ 2n, τ∨(k∨) = k∨ − (2n − h)
= k + 2h− 2n;
• 1 ≤ j, σ(j) ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ j∧, σ∧(j∧) ≤ 2n;
• j∧ = j + h, σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) + h.
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Therefore,
• k − j = k∨ − j∧;
• τ(k)− σ(j) > 0 > τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k + h− σ(j) = k − σ(j) − (2n− h);
• λk = µk∨;
• ej + 1 = fj∧.
Therefore, γτ(k)σ(j) runs over piO and γτ∨(k∨)σ∧(j∧) runs over O.
More precisely,
Gk,j(Y,B) =
∫
△×piO ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy,
Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h) =
∫
△×O ψv(pi
ej+λk+1 Tr(xy))dxdy.
Here △ is O, O×, and piO if k − j < 0, k − j = 0, and k − j > 0
respectively.
By using a change of variables, we get
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
−2Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 3-A In this case, we have
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− s, 1 ≤ k∨ = k − (2n − h) ≤ h− s;
• τ(k) = k, τ∨(k∨) = k∨;
• 1 ≤ j, σ(j) ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ j∧, σ∧(j∧) ≤ 2n;
• j∧ = j + h, σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) + h.
Therefore, we have
• k − j > 0 > k∨ − j∧
= k − (2n− h)− (j + h)
= k − j − 2n;
• τ(k)− σ(j) > 0 > τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k + h− σ(j) = k − σ(j)− (2n − h);
• λk + 1 = µk∨;
• ej + 1 = fj∧.
This implies that γkj and γτ(k)σ(j) runs over piO. Also, γk∨j∧ and
γτ∨(k∨)σ∧(j∧) runs over O.
More precisely,
Gk,j(Y,B) =
∫
piO×piO ψv(pi
ej+λk Tr(xy))dxdy,
Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h) =
∫
O×O ψv(pi
ej+λk+2Tr(xy))dxdy.
This implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
−4Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
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Case 4-A In this case, we have
• 2n− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n, h− s+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k − (2n − h) ≤ h;
• τ(k) = k − h, τ∨(k∨) = k∨ + (2n − h) = k;
• 1 ≤ j, σ(j) ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ j∧, σ∧(j∧) ≤ 2n;
• j∧ = j + h, σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) + h.
Therefore, we have
• k − j > 0 > k∨ − j∧
= k − (2n− h)− (j + h)
= k − j − 2n;
• τ(k)− σ(j) = τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − h− σ(j) = k − σ(j)− h;
• λk = µk∨;
• ej + 1 = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
−2Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 1-B1 In this case, we have
• 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h− s, h+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k + h ≤ 2n− s;
• τ(k) = k, τ∨(k∨) = k∨;
• 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ j∧ ≤ 2n;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ σ∧(j∧) ≤ h;
• j∧ = j + h, σ∧(j∧) = σ(j)− (2n − h).
Therefore, we have
• k − j = k∨ − j∧
= k − j;
• τ(k)− σ(j) < 0 < τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − σ(j) = (k + h)− (σ(j) − (2n − h))
= k − σ(j) + 2n;
• λk − 1 = µk∨;
• ej = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
2Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 2-B1 In this case, we have
• 2n− h− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h, 2n − s+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k + h ≤ 2n;
• 2n− s+ 1 ≤ τ(k) = k + h ≤ 2n, τ∨(k∨) = k∨ − (2n− h)
= k + 2h− 2n;
• 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ j∧ ≤ 2n;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ σ∧(j∧) ≤ h;
• j∧ = j + h, σ∧(j∧) = σ(j)− (2n − h).
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Therefore, we have
• k − j = k∨ − j∧
= k − j;
• τ(k) − σ(j) = τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k + h− σ(j) = (k + 2h− 2n)− (σ(j) − (2n− h))
= k − σ(j) + h;
• λk = µk∨ ;
• ej = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 3-B1 In this case, we have
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− s, 1 ≤ k∨ = k − (2n − h) ≤ h− s;
• τ(k) = k, τ∨(k∨) = k∨;
• 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ j∧ ≤ 2n;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ σ∧(j∧) ≤ h;
• j∧ = j + h, σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) − (2n− h).
Therefore, we have
• k − j > 0 > k∨ − j∧
= k − (2n − h)− (j + h)
= k − j − 2n;
• τ(k)− σ(j) = τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − σ(j) = k∨ − (σ(j) − (2n− h))
= k − (2n − h)− (σ(j) − (2n− h))
= k − σ(j);
• λk + 1 = µk∨;
• ej = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
−2Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 4-B1 In this case, we have
• 2n− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n, h− s+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k − (2n − h) ≤ h;
• τ(k) = k − h, τ∨(k∨) = k∨ + (2n − h) = k;
• 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ j∧ ≤ 2n;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ σ∧(j∧) ≤ h;
• j∧ = j + h, σ∧(j∧) = σ(j)− (2n − h).
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Therefore, we have
• k − j > 0 > k∨ − j∧
= k − (2n− h)− (j + h)
= k − j − 2n;
• τ(k)− σ(j) < 0 < τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − h− σ(j) = k − σ(j) + (2n − h)
• λk = µk∨;
• ej = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 1-B2
• 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h− s, h+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k + h ≤ 2n− s;
• τ(k) = k, τ∨(k∨) = k∨;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ j∧ ≤ h;
• 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ σ∧(j∧) ≤ 2n;
• j∧ = j − (2n − h), σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) + h.
Therefore, we have
• k − j < 0 < k∨ − j∧
= k + h− (j − (2n− h))
= k − j + 2n;
• τ(k)− σ(j) = τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − σ(j) = (k + h)− (σ(j) + h)
= k − σ(j)
• λk − 1 = µk∨;
• ej = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
2Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 2-B2 In this case, we have
• 2n − h− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k + h ≤ 2n− s;
• 2n − s+ 1 ≤ τ(k) = k + h ≤ 2n, τ∨(k∨) = k∨ − (2n − h)
= k + 2h− 2n;
• 2n − h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ j∧ ≤ h;
• 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ σ∧(j∧) ≤ 2n;
• j∧ = j − (2n − h), σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) + h.
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Therefore, we have
• k − j < 0 < k∨ − j∧
= k + h− (j − (2n− h))
= k − j + 2n;
• τ(k)− σ(j) > 0 > τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k + h− σ(j) = k + 2h− 2n− (σ(j) + h)
= k − σ(j) − (2n − h)
• λk = µk∨;
• ej = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 3-B2
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− s, 1 ≤ k∨ = k − (2n − h) ≤ h− s;
• τ(k) = k, τ∨(k∨) = k∨;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ j∧ ≤ h;
• 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ σ∧(j∧) ≤ 2n;
• j∧ = j − (2n − h), σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) + h.
Therefore, we have
• k − j = k∨ − j∧
= k − (2n − h)− (j − (2n− h))
= k − j;
• τ(k)− σ(j) > 0 > τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − σ(j) = k − (2n − h)− (σ(j) + h)
= k − σ(j) − 2n
• λk + 1 = µk∨;
• ej = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
−2Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 4-B2 In this case, we have
• 2n− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n, h− s+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k − (2n − h) ≤ h;
• τ(k) = k − h, τ∨(k∨) = k∨ + (2n− h) = k;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ j∧ ≤ h;
• 1 ≤ σ(j) ≤ 2n − h, h+ 1 ≤ σ∧(j∧) ≤ 2n;
• j∧ = j − (2n− h), σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) + h.
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Therefore, we have
• k − j = k∨ − j∧
= k − (2n − h)− (j − (2n− h))
= k − j;
• τ(k)− σ(j) = τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − h− σ(j) = k − σ(j) − h
• λk = µk∨;
• ej = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 1-C
• 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h− s, h+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k + h ≤ 2n− s;
• τ(k) = k, τ∨(k∨) = k∨;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ j, σ(j) ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ j∧, σ∧(j∧) ≤ h;
• j∧ = j − (2n − h), σ∧(j∧) = σ(j)− (2n − h).
Therefore, we have
• k − j < 0 < k∨ − j∧
= k + h− (j − (2n− h))
= k − j + 2n;
• τ(k)− σ(j) < 0 < τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − σ(j) = k + h− σ(j) + 2n − h
= k − σ(j) + 2n
• λk − 1 = µk∨;
• ej − 1 = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
4Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 2-C In this case, we have
• 2n − h− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− h, h+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k + h ≤ 2n− s;
• 2n − s+ 1 ≤ τ(k) = k + h ≤ 2n, τ∨(k∨) = k∨ − (2n − h)
= k + 2h− 2n;
• 2n − h+ 1 ≤ j, σ(j) ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ j∧, σ∧(j∧) ≤ h;
• j∧ = j − (2n − h), σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) − (2n − h).
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Therefore, we have
• k − j < 0 < k∨ − j∧
= k + h− (j − (2n− h))
= k − j + 2n;
• τ(k)− σ(j) = τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k + h− σ(j) = k + 2h− 2n− σ(j) + 2n− h
= k − σ(j) + h
• λk = µk∨;
• ej − 1 = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
2Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 3-C
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n− s, 1 ≤ k∨ = k − (2n− h) ≤ h− s;
• τ(k) = k, τ∨(k∨) = k∨;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ j, σ(j) ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ j∧, σ∧(j∧) ≤ h;
• j∧ = j − (2n− h), σ∧(j∧) = σ(j) − (2n − h).
Therefore, we have
• k − j = k∨ − j∧
= k − (2n − h)− (j − (2n − h))
= k − j;
• τ(k) − σ(j) = τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − σ(j) = k − (2n − h)− σ(j) + 2n− h
= k − σ(j)
• λk + 1 = µk∨;
• ej − 1 = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Case 4-C In this case, we have
• 2n− s+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n, h− s+ 1 ≤ k∨ = k − (2n − h) ≤ h;
• τ(k) = k − h, τ∨(k∨) = k∨ + (2n − h) = k;
• 2n− h+ 1 ≤ j, σ(j) ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ j∧, σ∧(j∧) ≤ h;
• j∧ = j − (2n− h), σ∧(j∧) = σ(j)− (2n − h).
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Therefore, we have
• k − j = k∨ − j∧
= k − (2n− h)− (j − (2n − h))
= k − j;
• τ(k)− σ(j) < 0 < τ∨(k∨)− σ∧(j∧)
= k − h− σ(j) = k − σ(j) + 2n − h
• λk = µk∨ ;
• ej − 1 = fj∧.
As above, this implies that
Gk,j(Y,B) = q
2Gk∨,j∧(Y
∧h , B∨h).
Now, we write ξ for |Bh1 (Y )| = |B
h
2 (Y )|. Then we have
|Ah1(Y ) ∪A
h
2(Y )| = 2n− h− ξ,
|Ch1 (Y ) ∪ C
h
2 (Y )| = h− ξ.
Therefore,
G(Y,B) = q{(2n−h−s)×0+s×(−2)+(h−s)×(−4)+s×(−2)}×(2n−h−ξ)
×q{(2n−h−s)×2+s×0+(h−s)×(−2)+s×0}×ξ
×q{(2n−h−s)×2+s×0+(h−s)×(−2)+s×0}×ξ
×q{(2n−h−s)×4+s×2+(h−s)×0+s×2}×(h−ξ)
×G(Y ∧h , B∨h)
= q−4h(2n−h−ξ)+(4n−4h)2ξ+(8n−4h)(h−ξ)G(Y ∧h , B∨h)
= G(Y ∧h , B∨h).
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3.9. For Y ∈ R2n,
q(2n−h)
2−h2α(Y ; Γ2n) = α(Y
∧h ; Γ2n).
Proof. Before we prove this lemma, let us introduce the following notation.
For
γ =
(
A B
C D
)
∈ Γ2n,
we define
γuprise =
(
D pi−1C
piB A
)
∈ Γ2n,
Here A, B, C and D are (2n− h)× (2n− h), (2n− h)× h, h× (2n− h),
and h× h matrices respectively.
Note that uprise : Γ2n → Γ2n is bijective.
Let
Y =
(
E F
G H
)
,
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where E, F , G and H are (2n − h)× (2n − h), (2n − h) × h, h× (2n − h),
and h× h matrices respectively.
Then, we have
Y ∧ =
(
pi−1H G
F piE
)
.
Note that
γ · Y = γY tγ∗
=
(
A B
C D
)(
E F
G H
)( tA∗ tC∗
tB∗ tD∗
)
=

AE(tA∗) +BG(tA∗) AE(tC∗) +BG(tC∗)
+AF (tB∗) +BH(tB∗) +AF (tD∗) +BH(tD∗)
CE(tA∗) +DG(tA∗) CE(tC∗) +DG(tC∗)
+CF (tB∗) +DH(tB∗) +CF (tD∗) +DH(tD∗)
 .
Similarly,
γuprise · Y ∧ = γupriseY ∧(t(γuprise)∗)
=
(
D pi−1C
piB A
)(
pi−1H G
F piE
)( tD∗ pi(tB∗)
pi−1(tC∗) tA∗
)
=
 pi
−1
(
DH(tD∗) + CF (tD∗)
+DG(tC∗) + CE(tC∗)
) (
DH(tB∗) + CF (tB∗)
+DG(tA∗) + CE(tA∗)
)
(
BH(tD∗) +AF (tD∗)
+BG(tC∗) +AE(tC∗)
)
pi
(
BH(tB∗) +AF (tB∗)
+BG(tA∗) +AE(tA∗)
)
 .
We write M for M2n,2n(OEv ), V for V2n(OEv)
The above two equations imply that γ · Y ≡ Y (modpidV ) if and only
if γuprise · Y ∧ ≡ Y ∧(modpidV˜ ) where V˜ is the subset of V2n(Ev) consisting of
matrices of the form (
pi−1A B
C piD
)
.
HereA, B, C, andD are matrices inMh,h(OEv),Mh,2n−h(OEv),M2n−h,h(OEv ),
and M2n−h,2n−h(OEv) respectively.
Also, we write M̂ for the set of matrices of the form(
A pi−1B
piC D
)
.
Here A, B, C and D are the matrices as above.
Then, we have
α(Y ; Γ2n)
= limd→∞ q
−4dn2Nd(Y ; Γ2n)
= limd→∞ q
−4dn2 |{γ ∈ Γ2n(modpi
dM)|γ · Y ≡ Y (modpidV )}|
= limd→∞ q
−4dn2−8n2|{γ ∈ Γ2n(modpi
(d+1)M)|γ · Y ≡ Y (modpidV )}|
= limd→∞ q
−4dn2−8n2|{γuprise ∈ Γ2n(modpi
(d+1)M̂)|γuprise · Y ∧ ≡ Y ∧(modpidV˜ )}|.
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On the other hand, by thinking Γ2n as a union of cosets of pi
(d+1)M̂ and
V2n(Ev) as a union of cosets of pi
dV˜ for sufficiently large d, we have
α(Y ∧; Γ2n)
= limd→∞ q
−|M :pi(d+1)M̂ |+|V :pidV˜ |
×|{γuprise ∈ Γ2n(modpi
(d+1)M̂ )|γuprise · Y ∧ ≡ Y ∧(modpidV˜ )}|
= limd→∞ q
−2(d+1)(2n)2+(d−1)h2+d(2n−h)h+dh(2n−h)+(d+1)(2n−h)2
×|{γuprise ∈ Γ2n(modpi
(d+1)M̂ )|γuprise · Y ∧ ≡ Y ∧(modpidV˜ )}|
= limd→∞ q
−4dn2−8n2+(2n−h)2−h2
×|{γuprise ∈ Γ2n(modpi
(d+1)M̂ )|γuprise · Y ∧ ≡ Y ∧(modpidV˜ )}|
= q(2n−h)
2−h2α(Y ; Γ2n).
This finishes the proof of the lemma.

Definition 3.10. We can regard Fh(Y,A
[r]
t ) and Wh,t(B, r) as functions of
x = (−q)(−2r). We define F ′h(Y,A
[0]
t ) as
F ′h(Y,A
[0]
t ) = −
d
dx
Fh(Y,A
[r]
t )|x=1.
Also we define W ′h,t(B, 0) as
W ′h,t(B, 0) = −
d
dx
Wh,t(B, r)|x=1.
Remark 3.11. One can prove that Wh,t(B, r) is a polynomial in x as in
[Hir00, Corollary 4.4] with a slight modification.
Lemma 3.12. ([Hir00, Lemma 4.1]) For e ∈ Z, we have the following
equations. ∫
O ψv(pi
eNm(x))dx = (−q)min(0,e),∫
piO ψv(pi
eNm(x))dx = (−q)min(0,e+2)−2,∫
O×O ψv(pi
e Tr(xy))dxdy = (−q)2min(0,e),∫
piO×O ψv(pi
e Tr(xy))dxdy = (−q)2min(0,e+1)−2,∫
piO×piO ψv(pi
e Tr(xy))dxdy = (−q)2min(0,e+2)−4.
Proof. This follows from [Hir00, Lemma 4.1] and some changes of variables.

Definition 3.13. For e ∈ Z, we write I∗(e) for the integral∫
O×
ψv(pi
eNm(x))dx.
Also, we write J1(e) for the integral∫
O
ψv(pi
e Tr(x))dx.
We will need the following lemma later.
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Lemma 3.14. ([Hir00, Lemma 4.1]) For e ∈ Z, we have
I∗(e) =

1− q−2 if e ≥ 0
−q−1 − q−2 if e = −1
0 if e ≤ −2
.
Also, we have
J1(e) =
{
1 if e ≥ 0
0 if e < 0
.
Lemma 3.15. We write A(Y ) and C(Y ) for
A(Y ) = |{j ∈ Ah1(Y ) ∪A
h
2(Y )| ej ≤ −1}|,
C(Y ) = |{j ∈ Ch1 (Y ) ∪ C
h
2 (Y )| ej ≤ 0}|.
Then, we have
F ′h(Y,A
[0]
n )
α(Y ; Γ2n)
−
F ′2n−h(Y
∧, A
[0]
n )
α(Y ∧h ; Γ2n)
=
(C(Y )− A(Y ))fh(Y )(−q)
−2n(2n−h)
α(Y ; Γ2n)
,
Fh(Y,A
[0]
t ) = (−q)
((n−t)(C(Y )−A(Y )−2t(2n−h))fh(Y ),
and
F2n−h(Y
∧, A
[0]
t ) = (−q)
((n−t)(A(Y )−C(Y ))−2th)fh(Y ),
where
fh(Y ) =
∏
j∈Ah1 (Y )
(−q)nmin(0,ej)+nmin(0,ej+1)
×
∏
j∈Ah2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
(−q)n×2min(0,ej)+n×2min(0,ej+1)
×
∏
j∈Bh1 (Y )
(−q)n×2min(0,ej)+n×2min(0,ej)
×
∏
j∈Ch1 (Y )
(−q)n×min(0,ej)+n×min(0,ej−1)
×
∏
j∈Ch2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
(−q)n×2min(0,ej)+n×2min(0,ej−1).
Proof. Let A
[r]
t = diag(pi
at,1 , . . . , piat,2n+2r ), i.e.,
at,k =
{
−1, if 2n− t+ 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n
0, otherwise.
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Then, we can write
〈Y,A
[r]
t [X]〉 =
2n∑
j=1
σ(j)=j
2n+2r∑
k=1
piej+at,k Nm(Xkj)
+
2n∑
j=1
σ(j)>j
2n+2r∑
k=1
piej+at,k Tr(XkjX
∗
kσ(j)).
Also, note that if we denote by {v1, . . . , v2n} the basis of Lt such that At
is the hermitian matrix with respect to this basis, then L∨t is the span of
{v1, . . . , v2n−t, piv2n−t+1, . . . piv2n}.
Since 1
[r]
h,t is the characteristic function of (L
∨
t )
2n−h × Lht × Lr,r, we can
write Fh(Y,A
[r]
t ) as
Fh(Y,A
[r]
t ) =
∏
k≤2n−t or 2n+1≤k≤2n+2r
j∈Ah1 (Y )
∫
O
ψv(pi
ej Nm(x))dx
×
∏
2n−t+1≤k≤2n
j∈Ah1 (Y )
∫
piO
ψv(pi
ej−1Nm(x))dx
×
∏
k≤2n−t or 2n+1≤k≤2n+2r
j∈Ah2 (Y ), j<σ(j)
∫
O×O
ψv(pi
ej Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
2n−t+1≤k≤2n
j∈Ah2 (Y ), j<σ(j)
∫
piO×piO
ψv(pi
ej−1 Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k≤2n−t or 2n+1≤k≤2n+2r
j∈Bh1 (Y )
∫
O×O
ψv(pi
ej Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
2n−t+1≤k≤2n
j∈Bh1 (Y )
∫
piO×O
ψv(pi
ej−1 Tr(xy))dxdy
×
∏
k≤2n−t or 2n+1≤k≤2n+2r
j∈Ch1 (Y )
∫
O
ψv(pi
ej Nm(x))dx
×
∏
2n−t+1≤k≤2n
j∈Ch1 (Y )
∫
O
ψv(pi
ej−1Nm(x))dx
×
∏
k≤2n−t or 2n+1≤k≤2n+2r
j∈Ch2 (Y ), j<σ(j)
∫
O×O
ψv(pi
ej Tr(xy))dxdy
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×
∏
2n−t+1≤k≤2n
j∈Ch2 (Y ), j<σ(j)
∫
O×O
ψv(pi
ej−1Tr(xy))dxdy.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.12, we have
Fh(Y,A
[r]
t ) =
∏
j∈Ah1 (Y )
(−q)(2n−t+2r)min(0,ej)+tmin(0,ej+1)−2t
×
∏
j∈Ah2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×2min(0,ej)+t×2min(0,ej+1)−4t
×
∏
j∈Bh1 (Y )
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×2min(0,ej)+t×2min(0,ej)−2t
×
∏
j∈Ch1 (Y )
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×min(0,ej)+t×min(0,ej−1)
×
∏
j∈Ch2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×2min(0,ej)+t×2min(0,ej−1).
Similarly, we have (here, we use notations in the proof of Lemma 3.8 and
suppress h from the notation ∧h)
F2n−h(Y
∧, A
[r]
t ) =
∏
j∧∈A2n−h1 (Y
∧)
(−q)(2n−t+2r)min(0,fj∧ )+tmin(0,fj∧+1)−2t
×
∏
j∧∈A2n−h2 (Y
∧)
j∧<σ∧(j∧)
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×2min(0,fj∧ )+t×2min(0,fj∧+1)−4t
×
∏
j∧∈B2n−h1 (Y
∧)
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×2min(0,fj∧ )+t×2min(0,fj∧ )−2t
×
∏
j∧∈C2n−h1 (Y
∧)
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×min(0,fj∧ )+t×min(0,fj∧−1)
×
∏
j∧∈C2n−h2 (Y
∧)
j∧<σ∧(j∧)
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×2min(0,fj∧ )+t×2min(0,fj∧−1).
Note that we have
j∧ ∈ A2n−hi (Y
∧) if and only if j ∈ Chi (Y ) (i = 1, 2),
j∧ ∈ C2n−hi (Y
∧) if and only if j ∈ Ahi (Y ) (i = 1, 2),
j∧ ∈ B2n−h1 (Y
∧) if and only if j ∈ Bh2 (Y ),
j∧ ∈ B2n−h2 (Y
∧) if and only if j ∈ Bh1 (Y ).
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Therefore, we have
fj∧ = ej + 1 if j ∈ A
h
1(Y ) ∪A
h
2(Y ),
fj∧ = fσ∧(j∧) = ej = eσ(j) if j ∈ B
h
1 (Y ) ∪B
h
2 (Y ),
fj∧ = ej − 1 if j ∈ C
h
1 (Y ) ∪ C
h
2 (Y ).
This implies that
F2n−h(Y
∧, A
[r]
t ) =
∏
j∈Ah1 (Y )
(−q)(2n−t+2r)min(0,ej+1)+tmin(0,ej)
×
∏
j∈Ah2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×2min(0,ej+1)+t×2min(0,ej)
×
∏
j∈Bh1 (Y )
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×2min(0,ej)+t×2min(0,ej)−2t
×
∏
j∈Ch1 (Y )
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×min(0,ej−1)+t×min(0,ej)−2t
×
∏
j∈Ch2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
(−q)(2n−t+2r)×2min(0,ej−1)+t×2min(0,ej)−4t.
Therefore,
F ′h(Y,A
[0]
n ) ={
∑
j∈Ah1 (Y )
min(0, ej) +
∑
j∈Ah2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
2min(0, ej)
+
∑
j∈Bh1 (Y )
2min(0, ej) +
∑
j∈Ch1 (Y )
min(0, ej) +
∑
j∈Ch2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
2min(0, ej)}
× fh(Y )(−q)
−2n(2n−h),
and
F ′2n−h(Y
∧, A[0]n ) ={
∑
j∈Ah1 (Y )
min(0, ej + 1) +
∑
j∈Ah2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
2min(0, ej + 1)
+
∑
j∈Bh1 (Y )
2min(0, ej) +
∑
j∈Ch1 (Y )
min(0, ej − 1)
+
∑
j∈Ch2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
2min(0, ej − 1)} × fh(Y )(−q)
−2nh.
Note that
min(0, ej + 1)−min(0, ej) =
{
1 if ej ≤ −1
0 otherwise
,
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min(0, ej)−min(0, ej − 1) =
{
1 if ej ≤ 0
0 otherwise
.
This implies that
{
∑
j∈Ah1 (Y )
min(0, ej)−min(0, ej + 1) +
∑
j∈Ah2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
2min(0, ej)− 2min(0, ej + 1)
+
∑
j∈Ch1 (Y )
min(0, ej)−min(0, ej − 1) +
∑
j∈Ch2 (Y )
j<σ(j)
2min(0, ej)− 2min(0, ej − 1)}
= C(Y )− A(Y ).
Therefore, by Lemma 3.9, we have
F ′h(Y,A
[0]
n )
α(Y ; Γ2n)
−
F ′2n−h(Y
∧, A
[0]
n )
α(Y ∧h ; Γ2n)
=
(C(Y )− A(Y ))fh(Y )(−q)
−2n(2n−h)
α(Y ; Γ2n)
.
Also, we can write
Fh(Y,A
[0]
t ) = (−q)
((n−t)(C(Y )−A(Y )−2t(2n−h))fh(Y ),
and
F2n−h(Y
∧, A
[0]
t ) = (−q)
((n−t)(A(Y )−C(Y )−2th)fh(Y ).
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 3.16. There are the unique constants
βh0 , . . . , β
h
n−1, β
2n−h
0 , . . . , β
2n−h
n−1 , δh,
in Ev such that
W ′h,n(B, 0)−W
′
2n−h,n(B
∨h , 0)
=
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βhi Wh,i(B, 0)−
∑
0≤j≤n−1
β2n−hj W2n−h,j(B
∨h , 0) + δhWh,n(B, 0).
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.8, Lemma 3.9, and Lemma 3.15, we can
write
W ′h,n(B, 0)−W
′
2n−h,n(B
∨h , 0)
=
h∑
i=−(2n−h)
∑
Y
C(Y )−A(Y )=i
G(Y,B)fh(Y )(−q)
−2n(2n−h)
α(Y ; Γ2n)
× i.
On the other hand, we have
Wh,t(B, 0) =
h∑
i=−(2n−h)
∑
Y
C(Y )−A(Y )=i
G(Y,B)fh(Y )
α(Y ; Γ2n)
× (−q)(n−t)i−2t(2n−h),
W2n−h,t(B
∨h , 0) =
h∑
i=−(2n−h)
∑
Y
C(Y )−A(Y )=i
G(Y,B)fh(Y )
α(Y ; Γ2n)
×q−(2n−h)
2+h2(−q)−(n−t)i−2th.
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We denote by mit, nit the coefficients of Wh,t(B, 0) and W2n−h,t(B
∧h , 0),
respectively. More precisely,
mit = (−q)
(n−t)(i−(2n−h+1))−2t(2n−h)
nit = q
−(2n−h)2+h2(−q)−(n−t)(i−(2n−h+1))−2th.
Note that min = (−q)
−2n(2n−h) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n+ 1.
We define a (2n + 1)×(2n + 1) matrix B
B = m10 . . . m1(n−1) n10 . . . n1(n−1) m1n... ... ... ... ... ... ...
m(2n+1)0 . . . m(2n+1)(n−1) n(2n+1)0 . . . n(2n+1)(n−1) m2n+1,n

Then, we should find constants
βh0 , . . . , β
h
n−1, β
2n−h
0 , . . . , β
2n−h
n−1 , δh,
such that
B

βh0
...
βhn−1
−β2n−h0
...
−β2n−hn−1
δh

= (−q)−2n(2n−h)

−(2n − h)
...
−1
0
1
...
h

It is easy to check that B is invertible, and this finishes the proof. 
3.2. Local conjectures on the arithmetic intersection numbers Int (x,y).
Conjecture 3.17. For a basis {x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn} of V, we have
Inn(x,y) =
1
Wn,n(An, 0)
{W ′n,n(B, 0)−
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βni Wn,i(B, 0)}.
Here B is the matrix
B =
(
h(xi, xj) h(xi, yl)
h(yk, xj) h(yk, yl)
)
1≤i,j,k,l≤n
.
Definition 3.18. For B ∈ X2n(Ev), we define the function J
n
t (B) by
J nt (B) =
1
Wn,n(An, 0)
{W ′t,n(B, 0)−
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βtiWt,i(B, 0)}.
Now, we need to recall some facts about the usual representation densities.
For A ∈ Vm(OEv ) and B ∈ V2n(OEv ), we write the usual representation
density α(A,B) by
α(A,B) = lim
d→∞
(q−d)2n(2m−2n)|Ad(A,B)|,
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where Ad(A,B) = {x ∈Mm,2n(OEv/pi
dOEv)|A[x] ≡ B(modpi
d)}.
Theorem 3.19. (Compatibility with N 0(1, n − 1)) Let
B =
(
B1 0
0 pi−11n
)
, B1 ∈ Xn(Ev).
Then
J nn (B) =
1
Wn,n(An, 0)
{W ′n,n(B, 0)−
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βni Wn,i(B, 0)} =
α′(1n, B1)
α(1n, 1n)
.
Here, we follow the proof of [KR11, Proposition 9.3]. Let L be an
OEv -lattice with basis {u1, . . . , u2n} such that the matrix of inner product
(〈ui, uj〉) is piB. Let L1 be the OEv -lattice of rank n with basis {u1, . . . , un},
and let L2 be the OEv -lattices of rank n with basis {un+1, . . . , u2n}. Note
that L2 is unimodular with respect to 〈·, ·〉.
Let M be an OEv -lattice with basis {v1, . . . vm} (m = 2n+ 2r) such that
the matrix of inner product (〈vi, vj〉) is piA
[r]
n . Therefore, the dual piM∨ of
M with respect to 〈·, ·〉 is the OEv -lattice with basis
{v1, . . . , vn, pivn+1, . . . , piv2n, v2n+1, . . . , vm}.
We define the set
Jd(L,M) = { ϕ ∈ HomOEv (L,M/pi
dM)|
〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉mod pid, ∀x, y ∈ L,
ϕ(L1) ⊂ piM
∨}.
Then,
(3.2.1) Wn,n(B, r) = q
−2dm(2n)q(d−1)(2n)
2
|Jd(L,M)|,
for sufficiently large d.
We denote by U(M) the group of isometries of M .
For a sublattice N ⊂M such that N is isometric to L, we define the sets,
Id(L,M) = { ϕ ∈ HomOEv (L,M/pi
dM)|
〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉mod pid, ∀x, y ∈ L},
I˜d(L,M) = { ϕ ∈ HomOEv (L,M)|
〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉mod pid, ∀x, y ∈ L},
and
Id(L,M ;N) = { ϕ ∈ Id(L,M)|
∃η ∈ U(M) such that ϕ˜(L) = η(N)}.
Here ϕ˜ ∈ I˜d(L,M) is a preimage of ϕ. By [KR11, Lemma 9.6, Lemma 9.7,
Lemma 9.8], these sets are well-defined for sufficiently large d.
Lemma 3.20. If ϕ ∈ U(M), then ϕ(piM∨) ⊂ piM∨.
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Proof. Let ϕ(vi) =
m∑
j=1
xjivj . Since ϕ is an isometry, we have
 x∗11 . . . x∗m1. . . . . . . . .
x∗1m . . . x
∗
mm
 pi1n 0 00 1n 0
0 0 pi12r
 x11 . . . x1m. . . . . . . . .
xm1 . . . xmm

=
 pi1n 0 00 1n 0
0 0 pi12r
 .
Therefore, by reduction modulo pi, this implies that
(3.2.2)
 2n∑
k=n+1
x∗kixkj

1≤i,j≤m ≡
 0 0 00 1n 0
0 0 0
 (modpi).
If we write
A =
 xn+1,1 . . . xn+1,n. . . . . . . . .
x2n,1 . . . x2n,n
 ,
B =
 xn+1,n+1 . . . xn+1,2n. . . . . . . . .
x2n,n+1 . . . x2n,2n
 ,
C =
 xn+1,2n+1 . . . xn+1,m. . . . . . . . .
x2n,2n+1 . . . x2n,m
 ,
then (3.2.2) implies that tA∗A tA∗B tA∗CtB∗A tB∗B tB∗C
tC∗A tC∗B tC∗C
≡
 0 0 00 1n 0
0 0 0
 (modpi).
Since tB∗B = 1n, B is invertible. Therefore, A and C are 0 modulo pi,
and this implies that ϕ(piM∨) ⊂ piM∨. 
Proposition 3.21. (cf. [KR11, Proposition 9.9]) Let {Ni} be a set of rep-
resentatives for the U(M)-orbits in the set of all sublattices N of M such
that N is isometric to L2. Then we have
|Jd(L,M)| =
∑
i |Id(L2,M ;Ni)|
×|{ϕ1 ∈ Jd(L1,M)|〈ϕ(L1), Ni〉 ≡ 0(mod pi
d)}.
Proof. The proof of this proposition is almost identical to the proof of [KR11,
Proposition 9.9]. By [KR11, Lemma 9.7], for any ϕ2 ∈ I˜d(L2,M), ϕ2(L2) is
isometric to L2 for sufficiently large d. Therefore, for each ϕ2 ∈ I˜d(L2,M),
we can choose an isometry ϑ(ϕ2) ∈ U(M) such that Ni = ϑ(ϕ2)(ϕ2(L2))
for some i. Also, for each ϕ2 ∈ Id(L2,M), we can choose its preimage ϕ˜2 in
I˜d(L2,M).
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Then we have a bijection
Jd(L,M)→⊔i{ϕ1 ∈ Jd(L1,M)|〈ϕ(L1), Ni〉 ≡ 0(modpid)} × Id(L2,M ;Ni)
given by
ϕ 7→ (ϑ(ϕ|L2) ◦ ϕ|L1 , ϕ|L2).
Indeed, the condition ϕ(L1) ⊂ piM
∨ and Lemma 3.20 imply that
ϑ(ϕ|L2) ◦ ϕ|L1(L1) ⊂ piM
∨.

Note that L2 is unimodular. Therefore, by the arguments in [KR11,
p.680], all sublattices N ⊂ M such that N is isometric to L2 are in the
same U(M)-orbit, and M = N ⊥ N⊥ where N⊥ := (EvN)
⊥ ∩M . Let us
fix N the sublattice of M with the basis {vn+1, . . . , v2n} as a representa-
tive of the unique U(M)-orbit of L2. Then, N
⊥ is the lattice with basis
{v1, . . . , vn, v2n+1, . . . , vm}. In particular, N
⊥ ⊂ piM∨.
We have the following analogue of [KR11, Lemma 9.10]
Lemma 3.22.
(3.2.3) |{ϕ1 ∈ Jd(L1,M)|〈ϕ1(L1), N〉 ≡ 0 (modpi
d)}| = |Id(L1, N
⊥)|
for sufficiently large d.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is almost identical to the proof of [KR11,
Lemma 9.10]. First note that
{x ∈M |〈x,N〉 ≡ 0 (modpid)} = pidN∨ ⊥ N⊥,
for sufficiently large d such that pidN∨ ⊂ N .
Therefore, we have
{ϕ1 ∈ Jd(L1,M)| 〈ϕ1(L1), N〉 ≡ 0 (modpi
d)}
= {ϕ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨ ⊥ N⊥ (modpid)| 〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d)
ϕ1(L1) ⊂ piM
∨}.
Since pidN∨ ⊂ piM∨ for sufficiently large d and N⊥ ⊂ piM∨, the condition
ϕ1(L1) ⊂ piM
∨ is automatic in this case. Therefore, (3.2.3) is equal to
{ϕ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨ ⊥ N⊥ (modpid)|〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d)}.
Now, fix a positive integer a such that piaN∨ ⊂ N .
Then we have
|{ϕ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨ ⊥ N⊥ (modpid)|〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d)}|
= |{ϕ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨ ⊥ N⊥ (modpid(piaN∨ ⊥ N⊥))|
〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d)}|
×|M : piaN∨ ⊥ N⊥|−n
by replacing M by piaN∨ ⊥ N⊥.
Now, we can write ϕ1 = ψ1 + ψ2 where
ψ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨/pid+aN∨,
ψ2 : L1 → N
⊥/pidN⊥.
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Since we assume that d is sufficiently large such that pidN∨ ⊂ N , we have
〈ψ1(x), ψ1(y)〉 ∈ 〈N,pi
dN∨〉 ⊂ pidOEv .
This means that the condition 〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d) is the
same as the condition 〈ψ2(x), ψ2(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d), and we do not need
to impose any condition on ψ1.
Therefore, (3.2.3) is equal to
|M : piaN∨ ⊥ N⊥|−n|pidN∨ : pid+aN∨|n|Id(L1, N
⊥)|
= |M : N∨ ⊥ N⊥|−n|Id(L1, N
⊥)|
= |M : N ⊥ N⊥|−n|N∨ : N |n|Id(L1, N
⊥)|
= |Id(L1, N
⊥)|.
Here, we used the fact that M = N ⊥ N⊥ and N = N∨ (since N is
unimodular).

Now, Proposition 3.21 and Lemma 3.22 imply the following proposition.
Proposition 3.23. |Jd(L,M)| = |Id(L2,M)||Id(L1, N
⊥)|.
Proof of Theorem 3.19. Note that
|Id(L2,M)| = |Ad(piA
[r]
n , 1n)|,
|Id(L1, N
⊥)| = |Ad(
(
pi1n 0
0 pi12r
)
, piB1)|.
Therefore, we have
(q−d)n(2m−n)|Id(L2,M)| = α(piA
[r]
n , 1n),
(q−d)n(2(m−n)−n)|Id(L1, N
⊥)| = α(
(
pi1n 0
0 pi12r
)
, piB1),
for sufficiently large d. Note that α(pi1n, piB1) = 0. This is because det(B) ≡
n+ 1 (mod 2) and hence det(piB1) 6= det(pi1n) (mod 2).
Now, let ∆ be the OEv -lattice with basis {w1, . . . , w2n} such that the
matrix of inner product (〈wi, wj〉) is
piAn =
(
pi1n 0
0 1n
)
.
Also, let ∆1 be the OEv -lattice with basis {w1, . . . , wn} and let ∆2 be the
OEv -lattice with basis {wn+1, . . . , w2n}
Then, we have
(q−d)n(2m−n)|Id(∆2,M)| = α(piA
[r]
n , 1n),
(q−d)n(2(m−n)−n)|Id(∆2, N
⊥)| = α(
(
pi1n 0
0 pi12r
)
, pi1n),
By Proposition 3.23, we have
(3.2.4) |Jd(∆,M)| = |Id(∆2,M)||Id(∆1, N
⊥)|.
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Also, by equation (3.2.1), we have
Wn,n(An, r) = q
−2dm(2n)q(d−1)(2n)
2
|Jd(∆,M)|.
Combining the above formulas, we have
W ′n,n(B, 0)
Wn,n(An, 0)
=
α′(pi1n, piB1)
α(pi1n, pi1n)
=
α′(1n, B1)
α(1n, 1n)
Now, it suffices to show that Wn,i(B, 0) = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. Indeed,
we have
Wn,i(B, 0) = q
−2d(2n)2q(d−1)(2n)
2
|Jd(L,Mi)|,
where Mi is the OEv -lattice with basis {v1,i, . . . , v2n,i} such that the matrix
of inner product (〈vk,i, vl,i〉) is piAi.
Note that L has the rank n unimodular sublattice L2. However, any
unimodular sublattice of Mi has rank ≤ i < n. Therefore, there is no ϕ ∈
HomOEv (L,Mi/pi
dMi) such that 〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉modpi
d for sufficiently
large d. This implies that Jd(L,Mi) is an empty set. Therefore,Wn,i(B, 0) =
0.

Theorem 3.24. J nn (·) has the following properties.
(1) (Linear invariance under GLn(OEv )×GLn(OEv )-action)
Let g ∈ GLn(OEv )×GLn(OEv) ⊂ GL2n(OEv ). Then,
J nn (
tg∗Bg) = J nn (B).
(2) (Invariance under the isomorphism θ : N → N̂ ) We have
J nn (B) = J
n
n (B
∨n).
(3) (Compatibility with N n(1, n − 1)) Let
B =
(
1n 0
0 B2
)
, B2 ∈ Xn(Ev).
Then
J nn (B) =
α′(1n, piB2)
α(1n, 1n)
.
Proof. (1) This follows from Lemma 3.5.
(2) This follows from Theorem 3.16 and the fact that Wn,n(B, 0) = 0.
(3) Since J nn (B) = J
n
n (B
∨n), we have
J nn (B) = J
n
n (
(
piB2 0
0 pi−11n
)
).
By Theorem 3.19, this implies that
J nn (B) =
α′(1n, piB2)
α(1n, 1n)
.

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Remark 3.25. Note that when we formulate Conjecture 3.17, we only re-
quired that Inn(x,y) is invariant under GLn(OEv)×GLn(OEv)-action. How-
ever, Conjecture 3.17 suggests that Inn (x,y) is invariant under a slightly
bigger group GL2n(OEv ) ∩ Γn,n, where
Γn,n = {
(
A B
C D
)
∈M2n,2n(OEv )|A,B,D ∈Mn,n(OEv), C ∈ piMn,n(OEv )}.
We can formulate the following conjecture similar to Conjecture 3.17.
Conjecture 3.26. For a basis {x1, . . . , x2n−h, y1, . . . , yh} of V, we have
Inh (x,y) =
1
Wn,n(An, 0)
{W ′h,n(B, 0)−
∑
0≤i≤n−1
βhi Wh,i(B, 0)}.
Here B is the matrix
B =
(
h(xi, xj) h(xi, yl)
h(yk, xj) h(yk, yl)
)
1≤i,j≤2n−h,1≤k,l≤h
.
Remark 3.27. Similar to Remark 3.25, Conjecture 3.26 suggests that Inh (x,y)
is invariant under GL2n(OEv ) ∩ Γ2n−h,h, where
Γ2n−h,h =

(
A B
C D
)
∈M2n,2n(OEv )
|
A ∈M2n−h,2n−h(OEv), B ∈M2n−h,h(OEv )
C ∈ piMh,2n−h(OEv ),D ∈Mh,h(OEv)
 .
4. Arithmetic intersection numbers of special cycles in N 1(1, 1)
In this section, we will prove that Conjecture 3.17 and Conjecture 3.26
are true for n = 1, 0 ≤ h ≤ 2.
4.1. The cases of n = 1, h = 0, 2. In this subsection, we will prove that
our conjectures are compatible with the result of [San17].
First, we need the following lemma
Lemma 4.1. W1,1(A1, 0) = q
−5(q + 1)2.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we have
W1,1(A1, 0) =
∑
Y ∈Γ2\X2(Ev)
G(Y,A1)F1(Y,A1)
α(Y ; Γ2)
.
Also, note that R2 forms a complete set of representatives of Γ2\X2(Ev).
Therefore, we only need to consider the following cases.
Case 1. For µ1, µ2 ∈ Z,
Y =
(
piµ1
piµ2
)
.
Case 2. For e ∈ Z,
Y =
(
pie
pie
)
.
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Now, we will compute G(Y,A1), F1(Y,A1), and α(Y ; Γ2) separately. In
the following computation, we use Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.14.
First, let us compute F1(Y,A1). We have the following two cases.
Case 1-F. For Y =
(
piµ1
piµ2
)
, µ1, µ2 ∈ Z, we have
F1(Y,A1) =
∫
O ψv(pi
µ1 Nm(x))dx×
∫
piO ψv(pi
µ1−1Nm(x))dx
×
∫
O ψv(pi
µ2 Nm(x))dx×
∫
O ψv(pi
µ2−1Nm(x))dx
= (−q)min(0,µ1)+min(0,µ1+1)−2+min(0,µ2)+min(0,µ2−1).
Case 2-F. For Y =
(
pie
pie
)
, e ∈ Z, we have
F1(Y,A1) =
∫
O×O ψv(pi
e Tr(xy))dxdy ×
∫
piO×O ψv(pi
e−1 Tr(xy))dxdy
= (−q)2min(0,e)+2min(0,e)−2
= (−q)4min(0,e)−2.
Now, let us compute G(Y,A1). We have the following two cases.
Case 1-G. For Y =
(
piµ1
piµ2
)
, µ1, µ2 ∈ Z, we have
G(Y,A1) =
∫
O× ψv(pi
µ1 Nm(x))dx×
∫
O× ψv(pi
µ2−1Nm(x))dx
×
∫
O ψv(pi
µ2 Nm(x))dx ×
∫
piO ψv(pi
µ1−1Nm(x))dx
= I∗(µ1)I
∗(µ2 − 1)(−q)
min(0,µ1+1)+min(0,µ2)−2.
Therefore, G(Y,A1) = 0 if µ1 < −1 or µ2 < 0.
Case 2-G. For Y =
(
pie
pie
)
, e ∈ Z, we have
G(Y,A1) =
∫
O××O ψv(pi
eTr(xy))dxdy ×
∫
piO×O× ψv(pi
e−1 Tr(xy))dxdy
= (1− q−2)J1(e)(1 − q
−2)q−2J1(e)
= (−q)−6(q2 − 1)J1(e)
2.
Therefore, G(Y,A1) = 0 if e < 0.
Finally, we need to compute α(Y ; Γ2). Here we can use [Hir00, Theorem
2.5]. Since we do not want to introduce more notations, we will write its
computation directly. It is easy to compute it by using the above theorem
(for the notations in the theorem, we refer to [Hir00, page 108]).
Case 1-1-α For Y =
(
piµ1
piµ2
)
, µ1 ≥ µ2 ∈ Z, we have
α(Y ; Γ2) = (q + 1)
2q−4+µ1+3µ2 .
Case 1-2-α For Y =
(
piµ1
piµ2
)
, µ1 < µ2 ∈ Z, we have
α(Y ; Γ2) = (q + 1)
2q−2+3µ1+µ2 .
Case 2-α For Y =
(
pie
pie
)
, e ∈ Z, we have
α(Y ; Γ2) = q(q
2 − 1)q−4+4e.
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Now, we have all ingredients to compute W1,1(A1, 0). Note that in Case
1-G, G(Y,A1) = 0 if µ1 < −1 or µ2 < 0. Therefore we can assume that
µ1 ≥ −1, µ2 ≥ 0. Similarly, we can assume that e ≥ 0 in Case 2-G.
We will compute
∑
Y ∈Γ2\X2(Ev)
G(Y,A1)F1(Y,A1)
α(Y ; Γ2)
by dividing into the
following 6 cases.
Case 1-1-1. In this case we assume that µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ 1. Therefore,
F1(Y,A1) = q
−2
G(Y,A1) = q
−6(q2 − 1)2
α(Y ; Γ2) = (q + 1)
2q−4+µ1+3µ2 .
This implies that∑
case 1-1-1F1(Y,A1)G(Y,A1)α(Y ; Γ2)
−1
=
∑∞
µ2=1
∑∞
µ1=µ2 q
−8(q2 − 1)2q4(q + 1)−2q−µ1−3µ2
= q−3(q3 + q2 + q + 1)−1.
Case 1-1-2. In this case we assume that µ1 ≥ µ2 = 0. Therefore,
F1(Y,A1) = −q
−3
G(Y,A1) = −q
−6(q2 − 1)(q + 1)
α(Y ; Γ2) = (q + 1)
2q−4+µ1 .
This implies that∑
case 1-1-2F1(Y,A1)G(Y,A1)α(Y ; Γ2)
−1
=
∑∞
µ1=0 q
−5(q − 1)q−µ1
= q−4.
Case 1-2-1. In this case we assume that µ2 > µ1 ≥ 0. Therefore,
F1(Y,A1) = q
−2
G(Y,A1) = q
−6(q2 − 1)2
α(Y ; Γ2) = (q + 1)
2q−2+3µ1+µ2 .
This implies that∑
case 1-2-1F1(Y,A1)G(Y,A1)α(Y ; Γ2)
−1
=
∑∞
µ1=0
∑∞
µ2=µ1+1 q
−6(q − 1)2q−3µ1−µ2
= q−2(q3 + q2 + q + 1)−1.
Case 1-2-2. In this case we assume that µ2 > 0, µ1 = −1. Therefore,
F1(Y,A1) = −q
−3
G(Y,A1) = −q
−6(q2 − 1)(q + 1)
α(Y ; Γ2) = (q + 1)
2q−5+µ2 .
This implies that∑
case 1-2-2F1(Y,A1)G(Y,A1)α(Y ; Γ2)
−1
=
∑∞
µ2=1 q
−4(q − 1)q−µ2
= q−4.
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Case 1-2-3. In this case we assume that µ2 = 0, µ1 = −1. Therefore,
F1(Y,A1) = q
−4
G(Y,A1) = −q
−6(q + 1)2
α(Y ; Γ2) = (q + 1)
2q−5.
This implies that
F1(Y,A1)G(Y,A1)α(Y ; Γ2)
−1 = q−5.
Case 2. In this case we assume that e ≥ 0. Therefore,
F1(Y,A1) = q
−2
G(Y,A1) = q
−6(q2 − 1)2
α(Y ; Γ2) = q
−3(q2 − 1)2q4e.
This implies that∑
case 2 F1(Y,A1)G(Y,A1)α(Y ; Γ2)
−1
=
∑∞
e=0 q
−5(q2 − 1)q−4e
= q−1(q2 + 1)−1.
These 6 cases imply that∑
Y ∈R2
F1(Y,A1)G(Y,A1)α(Y ; Γ2)
−1 = q−5(q + 1)2.
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 4.2. Conjecture 3.26 is true when n = 1, h = 0, 2.
Proof. First, assume that h = 0. We need to compute the constant β00 in
Theorem 3.16, therefore we will use the notation in the proof of the theorem.
Note that
B
 β00−β20
δ0
= (−q)−4
 −2−1
0
 ,
and
B =
 (−q)−2 (−q)−2 (−q)−4(−q)−1 (−q)−3 (−q)−4
(−q)0 (−q)−4 (−q)−4
 .
These two imply that β00 = q
−2(q2 − 1)−1.
Now, we will express W ′0,1(B, 0) and W0,0(B, 0) as usual representation
densities.
Recall that 1h,t is the characteristic function of (L
∨
t )
2n−h×Lht . Also (Lt)
2n
has measure 1 with respect to our Haar measure. Therefore, in the case of
n = 1, h = 0, ((L1)
∨)2 has measure q−4. This implies that
W ′0,1(B, 0) = q
−4α′(
(
pi
1
)
, B)
W0,0(B, 0) = α(
(
1
1
)
, B).
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Therefore, our conjecture is
I10 (x) =
1
W1,1(A1, 0)
{W ′0,1(B, 0)− β
0
0W0,0(B, 0)}
= q5(q + 1)−2{q−4α′(
(
pi
1
)
, B)− q−2(q2 − 1)−1α(
(
1
1
)
, B)}
= q(q + 1)−2{α′(
(
pi
1
)
, B)− q2(q2 − 1)−1α(
(
1
1
)
, B)}.
This coincides with [San17, Corollary 3.6], therefore our conjecture is
true for n = 1, h = 0. The case of n = 1, h = 2 is similar by using [San17,
Corollary 3.6] and Theorem 3.24 (2).

4.2. The case of n = 1, h = 1. In this subsection, we will prove Conjecture
3.17 when n = 1. For this, we need to compute the intersection number of
special cycles Z(x),Y(y), where x, y ∈ V. Let
B =
(
h(x, x) h(x, y)
h(y, x) h(y, y)
)
.
In the case val(h(y, y)) = −1, we already computed the intersection num-
ber of Z(x),Y(y) in [Cho18]. This computation and Theorem 3.19 imply
that Conjecture 3.17 holds in this case. Therefore, we may assume that
val(h(x, x)) ≥ 0, val(h(y, y)) ≥ 0, and val(h(x, y)) ≥ 0.
First, let us compute the coefficient β10 .
Lemma 4.3. β10 = −
1
q(q2 − 1)
.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.16, we have
B
 β10−β10
δ1
= (−q)−2
 −10
1
 ,
where
B =
 (−q)−1 −q (−q)−21 1 (−q)−2
−q (−q)−1 (−q)−2
 .
This implies that β10 = −
1
q(q2 − 1)
. 
Lemma 4.4. Assume that val(h(x, x)) ≥ 0, val(h(y, y)) ≥ 0, and val(h(x, y)) ≥
0. Then we have
1
W1,1(A1, 0)
(W ′1,1(B, 0) − β
1
0W1,0(B, 0)) =
1
2
detB + 1.
Proof. First, we will prove that if val(h(x, x)) ≥ 0, val(h(y, y)) ≥ 0, and
val(h(x, y)) ≥ 0, then
(4.2.1) W ′1,1(B, 0) = q
−4α′(
(
1
pi
)
, B).
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Let M be an OEv -lattice with basis {v1, . . . , vm} (m = 2 + 2r) such that
the matrix of inner product (〈vi, vj〉) is piA
[r]
1 . Let L be an OEv -lattice with
basis {u1, u2} such that the matrix of inner product (〈ui, uj〉) is piB.
Then, for sufficiently large d, we have
W1,1(B, r) = q
−4dm+4(d−1)|Jd(L,M)|,
where
Jd(L,M) = { ϕ ∈ HomOEv (L,M/pi
dM)|
〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉mod pid, ∀x, y ∈ L,
ϕ(u1) ⊂ piM
∨}.
Now, assume that ϕ(u2) ∈M\piM
∨. Then we can write
ϕ(u2) = a1v1 + a2v2 + · · ·+ amvm,
where a2 ∈ O
×
Ev
,a1, a3, . . . , am ∈ OEv . Therefore,
〈ϕ(u2), ϕ(u2)〉 = a1a
∗
1pi + a2a
∗
2 + · · ·+ ama
∗
mpi,
and hence val(〈ϕ(u2), ϕ(u2)〉) = 0.
On the other hand, 〈u2, u2〉 = (piB)22. By the assumption val(h(x, x)) ≥
0, val(h(y, y)) ≥ 0, and val(h(x, y)) ≥ 0, this implies that val(〈u2, u2〉) ≥ 1.
From these, we can conclude that if ϕ(u2) ∈ M\piM
∨, then we have
〈ϕ(u2), ϕ(u2)〉 6≡ 〈u2, u2〉, and hence ϕ 6∈ Jd(L,M).
Therefore, we have
|Jd(L,M)|
= |{ϕ : L→M (modpid) |〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpid)
ϕ(L) ⊂ piM∨}|
= |{ϕ : L→ piM∨ (modpid(piM∨)) |〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpid)}|
×|M : piM∨|−2
= q−4|Id(L, piM
∨)| .
This implies that
W1,1(B, r) = q
−4dm+4(d−1)−4|Id(L, piM
∨)|.
Also, we have
(q−d)2(2m−2)|Id(L, piM
∨)| = α(
 pi pi2
pi12r
 , piB)
= q4α(
 1 pi
12r
 , B).
These two imply that
W1,1(B, r) = q
−4α(
 1 pi
12r
 , B).
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This proves the claim (4.2.1)
W ′1,1(B, 0) = q
−4α′(
(
1
pi
)
, B).
Also, it is easy to see that W1,0(B, 0) = α(12, B).
Therefore, by Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, we have
1
W1,1(A1, 0)
(W ′1,1(B, 0)− β
1
0W1,0(B, 0))
=
q5
(q + 1)2
(
1
q4
α′(
(
1
pi
)
, B) +
1
q(q2 − 1)
α(12, B))
=
q
(q + 1)2
(α′(
(
1
pi
)
, B) +
q3
q2 − 1
α(12, B)).
From [San17, Corollary 3.6], we know that if B is GL2(OEv)-equivalent
to diag(pia, pib), where a ≥ b ≥ 0 and a+ b is even, then
α′(
(
1
pi
)
, B) =
1
2
(a+ b)
(q + 1)2
q
−
(q + 1)2
q(q2 − 1)
(qb+2 − q2 − q + 1),
and
α(12, B) =
(q + 1)2
q3
(qb+1 − 1).
Therefore,
1
W1,1(A1, 0)
(W ′1,1(B, 0)− β
1
0W1,0(B, 0))
=
q
(q + 1)2
(α′(
(
1
pi
)
, B) +
q3
q2 − 1
α(12, B))
=
1
2
(a+ b) + 1
=
1
2
detB + 1.
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Now, it remains to compute the intersection numbers of special cycles
Z(x) and Y(y). For this, we need to use the results in [San17], and hence
we will use the notation in loc. cit.
Definition 4.5. ([San17, Definition 2.8])
(1) For an OEv -lattice Λ in V, we call Λ a vertex lattice if piΛ
∨ ⊂ Λ ⊂ Λ∨.
(2) Let x ∈ V with mx := val(h(x, x)) ≥ −1, and let tx := [
mx + 1
2
].
Then val(h(pi−txx, pi−txx)) is either 0 or −1. By [San13, Lemma3.8],
there is a unique vertex lattice Λx such that x ∈ Λx\piΛx and Λx =
Λ∨x (resp. Λx = piΛ
∨
x ) if mx is even (resp. odd). We call this lattice
Λx the central lattice for x.
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Definition 4.6. (cf. [San17, remark 2.10])
(1) For two vertex lattices Λ,Λ′, we denote by d(Λ,Λ′) the distance
between two vertex lattices in the Bruhat-Tits tree.
(2) For m ≥ 0 and a vertex lattice Λ, we define
Bm(Λ) := {Λ
′ vertex lattice |d(Λ,Λ′) ≤ m}.
(3) For x ∈ V, we define
m(x,Λ) =
1
2
{
mx − d(Λ,Λx) if mx ≡ d(Λ,Λx)mod 2
mx + 1− d(Λ,Λx) if mx 6≡ d(Λ,Λx)mod 2.
(4) For y ∈ V, we define
m∨(y,Λ) =
1
2
{
my + 1− d(Λ,Λy) if my + 1 ≡ d(Λ,Λy)mod 2
my + 2− d(Λ,Λy) if my + 1 6≡ d(Λ,Λy)mod 2.
Lemma 4.7. (cf. [San17, Lemma 2.12]) Let x, y ∈ V and assume that
Bmx(Λx) ∩ Bmy+1(Λy) 6= ∅. Let G be the unique shortest path between Λx
and Λy. Let
r := min(
mx +my − d(Λx,Λy)
2
,mx,my + 1).
(1) Assume that mx ≤ my + 1 and Bmx(Λx) 6⊂ Bmy+1(Λy). Then the
intersection Bmx(Λx)∩Bmy+1(Λy) is equal to Br(Γx)∪Br(Γy) where
Γx (resp. Γy) is the unique lattice in G such that
d(Λx,Γx) = mx − r − 1 (resp. d(Λx,Γy) = mx − r).
(2) Assume that mx ≥ my + 1 and Bmx(Λx) 6⊃ Bmy+1(Λy). Then the
intersection Bmx(Λx)∩Bmy+1(Λy) is equal to Br(Γx)∪Br(Γy) where
Γx (resp. Γy) is the unique lattice in G such that
d(Λy,Γx) = my + 1− r (resp. d(Λy,Γy) = my − r).
Proof. As in [San17, Lemma 2.12], this follows from the fact that the vertex
lattices can be identified with the vertices in a Bruhat-Tits tree. 
Now, we are ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. Conjecture 3.17 is true for n = 1.
Proof. As we noted above, we may assume that val(h(x, x)), val(h(x, y)),
and val(h(y, y)) ≥ 0. We have the following three cases.
Case 1. Bmy+1(Λy) ⊂ Bmx(Λx).
Case 2. Bmy+1(Λy) ⊃ Bmx(Λx).
Case 3. Bmy+1(Λy) 6⊂ Bmx(Λx) and Bmy+1(Λy) 6⊃ Bmx(Λx).
For simplicity, we denote by 〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 the intersection number of Z(x)
and Y(y).
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Case 1. From [San13, Theorem 3.14], we have
Z(y) = Z(y)h +
∑
Bmy (Λx)
m(y,Λ)PΛ =: Z(y)
h + Z(y)v,
Y(y) = Y(y)h +
∑
Bmy+1(Λy)
m∨(y,Λ)PΛ =: Y(y)
h + Y(y)v,
where Z(y)h (resp. Y(y)h) is a horizontal divisor of Z(y) (resp. Y(y)) and
Z(y)v (resp. Y(y)v) is a vertical divisor of Z(y) (resp. Y(y)). Here, the
formula for Y(y) is from [San13, Theorem 3.14] and the fact that θ : N =
N 1(1, 1)→ N̂ = N 1(1, 1) gives θ(Y(y)) = Z(λ◦y) and val(h′(λ◦y, λ◦y)) =
val(h(y, y)) + 1.
Also, note that by the proof of [San17, Proposition 2.15] (and [San13,
Proposition 3.10]) we have Z(x)h = Z(pix)h. This implies that Z(x)h =
Y(y)h since Z(x) ⊂ Y(y) ⊂ Z(pix) from the definition of Z and Y.
Therefore, we have
(4.2.2) Y(y)−Z(y) =
∑
Λ∈Bmy (Λy)
my≡d(Λ,Λy)mod 2
PΛ.
By [San17, Lemma 2.11], we have
(4.2.3) 〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 =

1, if Λ ∈ Bmx(Λx), d(Λ,Λx) ≡ mx mod 2
−q if Λ ∈ Bmx(Λx), d(Λ,Λx) 6≡ mx mod 2
0 if Λ 6∈ Bmx(Λx).
Therefore, we have
〈Z(x),Y(y) −Z(y)〉 =
∑
Λ∈Bmy (Λy)
my≡d(Λ,Λy)mod 2
〈Z(x),PΛ〉
= 1 + q(q + 1) + · · ·+ qmy−1(p+ 1)
= 1 +
q(qmy − 1)
q − 1
.
Here we used the fact that mx ≡ d(Λ,Λx)(mod 2) if and only if my ≡
d(Λ,Λy)(mod 2).
Now, by [San17, Corollary 2.17] and [San17, Lemma 2.16], we have
〈Z(x),Z(y)〉 =
1
2
detB −
q(qmy − 1)
q − 1
.
Combining the above two equations, we have
〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 =
1
2
detB + 1.
Therefore, by Lemma 4.4, Conjecture 3.17 holds in the Case 1.
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Case 2. This case is similar to the Case 1. From (4.2.2), we have
Y(y)−Z(y) =
∑
Λ∈Bmy (Λy)
my≡d(Λ,Λy)mod 2
PΛ.
Also, by (4.2.3), 〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 = 0 if Λ 6∈ Bmx(Λx). Therefore,
〈Z(x),Y(y) −Z(y)〉 =
∑
Λ∈Bmy (Λy)
my≡d(Λ,Λy)mod 2
〈Z(x),PΛ〉
=
∑
Λ∈Bmx (Λx)∩Bmy (Λy)
mx≡d(Λ,Λx)mod 2
〈Z(x),PΛ〉
Note that Bmy+1(Λy) ⊃ Bmx(Λx) implies that
my + 1 ≥ mx + d(Λx,Λy).
The equality cannot hold since my ≡ mx + d(Λx,Λy)mod 2. Therefore,
my ≥ mx + d(Λx,Λy) and hence Bmx(Λx) ⊂ Bmy(Λy).
Therefore, we have
〈Z(x),Y(y) −Z(y)〉 =
∑
Λ∈Bmx (Λx)
mx≡d(Λ,Λx)mod 2
〈Z(x),PΛ〉
= 1 + q(q + 1) + · · ·+ qmx−1(p+ 1)
= 1 +
q(qmx − 1)
q − 1
.
Now, by [San17, Corollary 2.17] and [San17, Lemma 2.16], we have
〈Z(x),Z(y)〉 =
1
2
detB −
q(qmx − 1)
q − 1
.
Combining the above two equations, we have
〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 =
1
2
detB + 1.
Therefore, by Lemma 4.4, Conjecture 3.17 holds in the Case 2.
Case 3. We can divide the Case 3 into the following 4 subcases.
Case 3-1. my + 1 < mx and r is even.
Case 3-2. my + 1 < mx and r is odd.
Case 3-3. my + 1 ≥ mx and r is even.
Case 3-4. my + 1 ≥ mx and r is odd.
We will only prove the Case 3-1 since all other cases are similar.
Case 3-1 Note that
〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 = 〈Z(x)h,Y(y)h〉+ 〈Z(x),Y(y)v〉+ 〈Z(x)v ,Y(y)h〉.
Therefore, it suffices to compute each term separately.
In Case 3, Λx 6= Λy. Therefore, by [San17, Proposition 2.15], we have
〈Z(x)h,Y(y)h〉 = 0.
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Also, by the proof of [San17, Lemma 2.11], it is easy to check that
〈Z(x)v ,Y(y)h〉 = m(x,Λy).
Now, it remains to compute 〈Z(x),Y(y)v〉. As in the proof of [San17,
Theorem 2.14], we denote by Γ
(k)
y the vertex in G such that d(Λy,Γ
(k)
y ) =
d(Λy,Γy)− k and d(Γy,Γ
(k)
y ) = k.
For k ≥ 0, we define F(k) as the set of lattices Λ in Bmx(Λx)∩Bmy+1(Λy)
such that the unique shortest path from Λ to Λy first meets {Γx,Γy,Γ
(1)
y , . . . }
at Γ
(k)
y .
Also, we define F(−1) as the set of lattices Λ in Bmx(Λx)∩Bmy+1(Λy) such
that the unique shortest path from Λ to Λy first meets {Γx,Γy,Γ
(1)
y , . . . } at
Γx.
Let F (k) =
∑
Λ∈F(k)
m∨(y,Λ)〈PΛ,Z(x)〉.
Then 〈Z(x),Y(y)v〉 =
∑
−1≤k
F (k). Therefore, it suffices to compute F (k)
for −1 ≤ k.
Now, we have to divide Case 3-1 into two more subcases.
Case 3-1-1 my − r ≤ r.
Case 3-1-2 my − r > r.
In Case 3-1-1, F (my − r) is the last term in the above sum and hence
〈Z(x),Y(y)v〉 =
∑
−1≤k≤my−r
F (k).
• For Λ ∈ F(−1), we have
d(Λ,Λy) = d(Λ,Γx) + d(Γx,Λy)
= d(Λ,Γx) +my + 1− r.
Let t := d(Λ,Γx).
If t is even, then d(Λ,Λy) ≡ my+1 (mod2), and if t is odd, then d(Λ,Λy) 6≡
my + 1 (mod2).
Therefore, we have
m∨(y,Λ) =
1
2
{
r − t if t is even,
r + 1− t if t is odd.
This implies that
F (−1) =
r
2
∑
Λ∈F(−1)
d(Λ,Γx)=0
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 +
r
2
∑
Λ∈F(−1)
d(Λ,Γx)=1
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+(
r
2
− 1)
∑
Λ∈F(−1)
d(Λ,Γx)=2
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 + · · ·+ 0 ·
∑
Λ∈F(−1)
d(Λ,Γx)=r
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉.
Note that
d(Λ,Λx) ≡ d(Λ,Γx) + d(Λx,Γx)(mod 2)
≡ t+ d(Λx,Γx)(mod 2),
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and
d(Λx,Γx) ≡ d(Λy,Λx)− d(Λy,Γx)(mod 2)
≡ d(Λy,Λx)− (my + 1− r)(mod 2)
≡ d(Λy,Λx)− (my + 1)(mod 2)
≡ mx − 1(mod 2).
Now, by [San17, Lemma 2.11],
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 =
{
−p if Λ ∈ F(−1), t = even,
1 if Λ ∈ F(−1), t = odd,
Therefore,
F (−1) =
r
2
(−p) + p ·
r
2
· 1 + p2(
r
2
− 1)(−p) + . . .
= 0.
• For Λ ∈ F(0), we have
d(Λ,Λy) = d(Λ,Γy) + d(Γy,Λy)
= d(Λ,Γy) +my − r.
Let t := d(Λ,Γy).
If t is even, then d(Λ,Λy) 6≡ my+1 (mod2), and if t is odd, then d(Λ,Λy) ≡
my + 1 (mod2).
Therefore, we have
m∨(y,Λ) =
1
2
{
r + 2− t if t is even,
r + 1− t if t is odd.
This implies that
F (0) = (
r
2
+ 1)
∑
Λ∈F(0)
d(Λ,Γy)=0
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉+
r
2
∑
Λ∈F(0)
d(Λ,Γy)=1
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+
r
2
∑
Λ∈F(0)
d(Λ,Γy)=2
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 + · · ·+ 1 ·
∑
Λ∈F(0)
d(Λ,Γy)=r
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉.
Note that
d(Λ,Λx) ≡ d(Λ,Γy) + d(Λx,Γy)(mod 2)
≡ t+ d(Λx,Γy)(mod 2),
and
d(Λx,Γy) ≡ d(Λy ,Λx)− d(Λy ,Γy)(mod 2)
≡ d(Λy ,Λx)− (my − r)(mod 2)
≡ d(Λy ,Λx)−my(mod 2)
≡ mx(mod 2).
Now, by [San17, Lemma 2.11],
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 =
{
1 if Λ ∈ F(−1), t = even,
−p if Λ ∈ F(−1), t = odd,
Therefore,
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F (0) = (
r
2
+ 1) + (p− 1) ·
r
2
· (−p) + p(p− 1)(
r
2
) · 1 + . . .
=
r
2
+ 1.
• For Λ ∈ F(k), k =odd, k 6= my − r, we have
d(Λ,Λy) = d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y ) + d(Γ
(k)
y ,Λy)
= d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y ) +my − r − k.
Let t := d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y ).
If t is even, then d(Λ,Λy) ≡ my+1 (mod2), and if t is odd, then d(Λ,Λy) 6≡
my + 1 (mod2).
Therefore, we have
m∨(y,Λ) =
1
2
{
r + k + 1− t if t is even,
r + k + 2− t if t is odd.
This implies that
F (k) = (
r + k + 1
2
)
∑
Λ∈F(k)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=0
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+
r + k + 1
2
∑
Λ∈F(k)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=1
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+
r + k − 1
2
∑
Λ∈F(k)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=2
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+ · · · +
2k + 2
2
∑
Λ∈F(k)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=r−k
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉.
Note that
d(Λ,Λx) ≡ d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y ) + d(Λx,Γ
(k)
y )(mod 2)
≡ t+ d(Λx,Γ
(k)
y )(mod 2),
and
d(Λx,Γ
(k)
y ) ≡ d(Λy,Λx)− d(Λy,Γ
(k)
y )(mod 2)
≡ d(Λy,Λx)− (my − r − k)(mod 2)
≡ d(Λy,Λx)−my + 1(mod 2)
≡ mx + 1(mod 2).
Now, by [San17, Lemma 2.11],
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 =
{
−p if Λ ∈ F(k), t = even,
1 if Λ ∈ F(k), t = odd,
Therefore,
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F (k) = (
r + k + 1
2
)(−p) + (p − 1) ·
r + k + 1
2
· 1
+p(p− 1)(
r + k − 1
2
) · (−p) + . . .
= −
r + k + 1
2
.
• For Λ ∈ F(k), k =even, k 6= my − r, we have
d(Λ,Λy) = d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y ) + d(Γ
(k)
y ,Λy)
= d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y ) +my − r − k.
Let t := d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y ).
If t is even, then d(Λ,Λy) 6≡ my+1 (mod2), and if t is odd, then d(Λ,Λy) ≡
my + 1 (mod2).
Therefore, we have
m∨(y,Λ) =
1
2
{
r + k + 2− t if t is even,
r + k + 1− t if t is odd.
This implies that
F (k) = (
r + k + 2
2
)
∑
Λ∈F(k)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=0
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+
r + k
2
∑
Λ∈F(k)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=1
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+
r + k
2
∑
Λ∈F(k)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=2
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+ · · · +
2k + 2
2
∑
Λ∈F(k)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=r−k
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉.
Note that
d(Λ,Λx) ≡ d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y ) + d(Λx,Γ
(k)
y )(mod 2)
≡ t+ d(Λx,Γ
(k)
y )(mod 2),
and
d(Λx,Γ
(k)
y ) ≡ d(Λy,Λx)− d(Λy,Γ
(k)
y )(mod 2)
≡ d(Λy,Λx)− (my − r − k)(mod 2)
≡ d(Λy,Λx)−my(mod 2)
≡ mx(mod 2).
Now, by [San17, Lemma 2.11],
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 =
{
1 if Λ ∈ F(k), t = even,
−p if Λ ∈ F(k), t = odd,
Therefore,
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F (k) = (
r + k + 2
2
) + (p − 1) ·
r + k
2
· (−p)
+p(p− 1)(
r + k
2
) · 1 + . . .
=
r + k + 2
2
.
• Finally, we need to compute F (my − r).
Note that Γ
(my−r)
y = Λy. For Λ ∈ F(my − r), let t = d(Λ,Λy).
Assume further that my is even. This implies that if t is even, then
t = d(Λ,Λy) 6≡ my + 1 (mod 2), and if t is odd, then t = d(Λ,Λy) ≡ my + 1
(mod2).
Therefore, we have
m∨(y,Λ) =
1
2
{
my + 2− t if t is even,
my + 1− t if t is odd.
This implies that
F (my − r) = (
my + 2
2
)
∑
Λ∈F(my−r)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=0
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+
my
2
∑
Λ∈F(my−r)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=1
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+
my
2
∑
Λ∈F(my−r)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=2
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+ · · ·+
2my − 2r + 2
2
∑
Λ∈F(my−r)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=2r−my
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉.
Note that
d(Λx,Λy) ≡ mx +my ≡ mx(mod 2).
Now, by [San17, Lemma 2.11],
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 =
{
1 if Λ ∈ F(my − r), t = even,
−p if Λ ∈ F(my − r), t = odd,
Therefore,
F (my − r) = (
my + 2
2
) + p ·
my
2
· (−p) + p2(
my
2
) · 1 + . . .
=
my + 2
2
.
Now, assume that my is odd. This implies that if t is even, then t =
d(Λ,Λy) ≡ my + 1 (mod2), and if t is odd, then t = d(Λ,Λy) 6≡ my + 1
(mod2).
Therefore, we have
m∨(y,Λ) =
1
2
{
my + 1− t if t is even,
my + 2− t if t is odd.
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This implies that
F (my − r) = (
my + 1
2
)
∑
Λ∈F(my−r)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=0
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+
my + 1
2
∑
Λ∈F(my−r)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=1
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+
my − 1
2
∑
Λ∈F(my−r)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=2
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉
+ · · ·+
2my − 2r + 2
2
∑
Λ∈F(my−r)
d(Λ,Γ
(k)
y )=2r−my
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉.
Note that
d(Λx,Λy) ≡ mx +my 6≡ mx(mod 2).
Now, by [San17, Lemma 2.11],
〈PΛ,Z(x)〉 =
{
−p if Λ ∈ F(my − r), t = even,
1 if Λ ∈ F(my − r), t = odd,
Therefore,
F (my − r) = (
my + 1
2
)(−p) + p ·
my
2
· 1 + p2(
my
2
) · (−p) + . . .
= 0.
By combining above computations, we have
F (−1) +F (0) + · · · +F (my − r)
=

0 + (
r
2
+ 1)−
r + 2
2
+
r + 4
2
+ · · · +
my + 2
2
if my is even
0 + (
r
2
+ 1)−
r + 2
2
+
r + 4
2
+ · · · +
my + 1
2
+ 0 if my is odd
=

my + 2
2
if my is even
my + 1
2
if my is odd.
= [
my + 2
2
].
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Therefore,
〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 = 〈Zh(x),Y(y)h〉+ 〈Z(x),Y(y)v〉+ 〈Z(x)v ,Y(y)h〉
= 0 + [
my + 2
2
] +m(x,Λy).
Recall that
m(x,Λy) =
1
2
{
mx − d(Λx,Λy) if mx ≡ d(Λx,Λy)mod 2
mx + 1− d(Λx,Λy) if mx 6≡ d(Λx,Λy)mod 2.
Since d(Λx,Λy) ≡ mx +my(mod 2), we have
m(x,Λy) =
1
2
{
mx − d(Λx,Λy) if my is even
mx + 1− d(Λx,Λy) if mx is odd.
Also, by the condition that Bmy+1(Λy) 6⊂ Bmx(Λx), we have
r =
1
2
(mx +my − d(Λx,Λy)).
Therefore,
〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 =
1
2
(mx +my + 2− d(Λx,Λy)) = r + 1.
By [San17, Lemma 2.16],
〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 = r + 1 =
1
2
detB + 1,
and hence by Lemma 4.4, Conjecture 3.17 holds in the Case 3-1-1.
In Case 3-1-2, F (r) is the last term in the above sum and hence
〈Z(x),Y(y)v〉 =
∑
−1≤k≤r
F (k).
Also, it is easy to check that F (r) = r + 1.
As in the Case 3-1-1, we can show that
〈Z(x),Y(y)v〉 = r + 1.
Also, my − r > r implies that Λy 6∈ Bmx(Λx). Therefore,
〈Z(x)v ,Y(y)h〉 = 0.
This implies that
〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 = 〈Zh(x),Y(y)h〉+ 〈Z(x),Y(y)v〉+ 〈Z(x)v ,Y(y)h〉
= 0 + (r + 1) + 0 = r + 1.
By [San17, Lemma 2.16],
〈Z(x),Y(y)〉 = r + 1 =
1
2
detB + 1,
and hence by Lemma 4.4, Conjecture 3.17 holds in the Case 3-1-2.

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Appendix A. Arithmetic intersection numbers of special cycles
Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn+1) in N
1(1, n)
In this appendix, we will prove that our conjectures are compatible with
[LZ19, Theorem 10.4.4]. This theorem relates the intersection number of
Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn+1) inN
1(1, n) to representation densities. This intersection
number can be regarded as the intersection number of
Z(x1), . . . ,Z(xn),Z(xn+1),Y(y1), . . . ,Y(yn−1)
in N n(1, 2n − 1), where
B =
(
h(xi, xj) h(xi, yl)
h(yk, xj) h(yk, yl)
)
1≤i,j≤n+1,1≤k,l≤n−1
=
 B1 1
pi
1n−1
 ,
and B1 ∈ Xn+1(Ev).
Therefore, the Conjecture 3.26 should be compatible with [LZ19, Theorem
10.4.4]. To prove this compatibility, we will use the notation in Section 3.2.
Let L be an OEv -lattice with basis {u1, . . . , u2n} such that the matrix
of inner product (〈ui, uj〉) is piB. Let L1 be the OEv -lattice of rank n + 1
with basis {u1, . . . , un+1}, L2 be the OEv -lattice of rank n − 1 with basis
{un+1, . . . , u2n}. Note that L2 is unimodular with respect to 〈·, ·〉.
Let M be an OEv -lattice with basis {v1, . . . , vm} (m = 2n+2r) such that
the matrix of inner product (〈vi, vj〉) is piA
[r]
n .
For 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, let Mi be an OEv -lattice with basis {v1,i, . . . , v2n,i}
such that the matrix of inner product (〈vk,i, vl,i〉) is piAi.
We define the sets
J1d (L,M) = { ϕ ∈ HomOEv (L,M/pi
dM)|
〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉mod pid, ∀x, y ∈ L,
ϕ(L1) ⊂ piM
∨}.
and for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
J1d (L,Mi) = { ϕ ∈ HomOEv (L,Mi/pi
dMi)|
〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉mod pid, ∀x, y ∈ L,
ϕ(L1) ⊂ piM
∨
i }.
Then we have
Wn−1,n(B, r) = q
−2dm(2n)q(d−1)(2n)
2
|J1d (L,M)|,
and
Wn−1,i(B, 0) = q
−2d(2n)2q(d−1)(2n)
2
|J1d (L,Mi)|,
for sufficiently large d.
Note that L has the rank n − 1 unimodular sublattice L2. Also, any
unimodular sublattice in Mi has rank ≤ i. Therefore, if i < n − 1, there
is no ϕ ∈ HomOEv (L,Mi/pi
dMi) such that 〈ϕ(x), ϕ(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉modpi
d for
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sufficiently large d. This implies that Jd(L,Mi) is an empty set for i < n−1.
Therefore, Wn−1,i(B, 0) = 0 for i < n− 1.
This implies that we only need to compute the constant βn−1n−1 in Conjec-
ture 3.26. We have the following proposition.
Proposition A.1. βn−1n−1 =
(1− (−q)n)
(−q)3n+1(1− (−q))(1 − (−q)−(n+1))
.
Proof. By the proof of theorem 3.16, we have
B

βh0
...
βhn−1
−β2n−h0
...
−β2n−hn−1
δh

= (−q)−2n(2n−h)

−(2n− h)
...
−1
0
1
...
h

,
where 0 ≤ h ≤ 2n (in this proposition, we only need h = n − 1, but we
will use this general notation for later use). Therefore, we need to find the
inverse matrix of (−q)2n(2n−h)B. Note that
B = m10 . . . m1(n−1) n10 . . . n1(n−1) m1n... ... ... ... ... ... ...
m(2n+1)0 . . . m(2n+1)(n−1) n(2n+1)0 . . . n(2n+1)(n−1) m2n+1,n

and
mit = (−q)
(n−t)(i−(2n−h+1))−2t(2n−h),
nit = q
−(2n−h)2+h2(−q)−(n−t)(i−(2n−h+1))−2th.
Therefore, we have
(A.0.1)
(−q)2n(2n−h)mit = (−q)
(n−t)(i+2n−h−1),
(−q)2n(2n−h)nit = (−q)−(n−t)(i−(2n+h+1)).
We define
αi,h = (−q)
(n+1−i)(2n−h), 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
αi,h = (−q)
(2n+1−i)(2n+h), n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n;
α2n+1,h = 1,
and
xi = (−q)
n+1−i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
xi = (−q)
i−2n−1, n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n;
x2n+1 = 1.
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Also, we define a 2n+1 × 2n+1 matrix ah = diag(α1,h, . . . , α2n+1,h) and
a Vandermonde matrix
X =

1 1 . . . 1
x1 x2 x2n+1
x21 x
2
2 x
2
2n+1
...
. . .
...
x2n1 x
2n
2 . . . x
2n
2n+1
 .
Then, we have (−q)2n(2n−h)B = Xah
Therefore, we have
βh0
...
βhn−1
−β2n−h0
...
−β2n−hn−1
δh

= a−1h X
−1

−(2n− h)
...
−1
0
1
...
h

Let X−1 = (yij)1≤i≤2n+1. It is well known that the (i, j)-th entry of the
inverse matrix of a Vandermonde matrix is
yij =

(−1)j−1
∑
1≤m1<···<m2n+1−j≤2n+1
m1,...,m2n+1−j 6=i
xm1 . . . xm2n+1−j
∏
1≤m≤2n+1,m6=i
(xm − xi)
, 1 ≤ j < 2n + 1
1∏
1≤m≤2n+1,m6=i
(xm − xi)
, j = 2n+ 1.
.
We can think yij as the z
2n+1−j-coefficient of
∏
1≤m≤2n+1,m6=i
(1− xmz)
(xm − xi)
.
Since βn−1n−1 = α
−1
n,n−1
∑
1≤j≤2n+1
ynj(j − (n+ 2)) we have
βn−1n−1 = −α
−1
n,n−1
d
dz

∏
1≤m≤2n+1,m6=n
(1− xmz)
zn−1
∏
1≤m≤2n+1,m6=n
(xm − xn)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
z=1
.
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Note that (1− x2n+1) = 0. Therefore we have,
βn−1n−1 = α
−1
n,n−1

∏
1≤m≤2n,m6=n
(1− xm)∏
1≤m≤2n+1,m6=n
(xm − xn)
.
Since xn = (−q) we have
xm − xn =
{
((−q)n−m − 1)(−q) 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 1
((−q)m−2n−2 − 1)(−q) n+ 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n+ 1,
,
and
1− xm =
{
1− (−q)n+1−m 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 1
1− (−q)m−2n−1 n+ 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n
.
Combining these two and αn,n−1 = (−q)
n+1, we have
βn−1n−1 =
(1− (−q)n)
(−q)3n+1(1− (−q))(1 − (−q)−(n+1))
.

Now, we need the following lemma.
Lemma A.2. (cf. Lemma 3.20) Let 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. If ϕ ∈ U(Mi), then
ϕ(piM∨i ) ⊂ piM
∨
i .
Proof. Let ϕ(vl,i) =
2n∑
k=1
xklvk,i. Since ϕ is an isometry, we have
 x∗11 . . . x∗2n1. . . . . . . . .
x∗12n . . . x
∗
2n2n
 pi12n−i 0
0 1i
 x11 . . . x12n. . . . . . . . .
x2n1 . . . x2n2n

=
(
pi12n−i 0
0 1i
)
.
Therefore, by reduction modulo pi, this implies that
(A.0.2)
(
2n∑
m=2n−i+1
x∗mkxml
)
1≤k,l≤2n ≡
(
0 0
0 1i
)
(modpi).
If we write
A =
 x2n−i+1,1 . . . x2n−i+1,2n−i. . . . . . . . .
x2n,1 . . . x2n,2n−i
 ,
B =
 x2n−i+1,2n−i+1 . . . x2n−i+1,2n. . . . . . . . .
x2n,2n−i+1 . . . x2n,2n
 ,
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then (A.0.2) implies that( tA∗A tA∗B
tB∗A tB∗B
)
≡
(
0 0
0 1i
)
(modpi).
Since tB∗B = 1i, B is invertible. Therefore A is 0 modulo pi, and this
implies that ϕ(piM∨i ) ⊂ piM
∨
i . 
Proposition A.3. (cf. [KR11, Proposition 9.9] and Proposition 3.21)
(1) Let {Oj} be a set of representatives for the U(Mi)-orbits in the set
of all sublattices O of Mi such that O is isometric to L2. Then we
have
|J1d (L,Mi)| =
∑
j |Id(L2,Mi;Oj)|
×|{ϕ1 ∈ J
1
d (L1,Mi)|〈ϕ(L1), Oj〉 ≡ 0(modpi
d)}.
(2) Let {Nj} be a set of representatives for the U(M)-orbits in the set
of all sublattices N of M such that N is isometric to L2. Then we
have
|J1d (L,M)| =
∑
j |Id(L2,M ;Nj)|
×|{ϕ1 ∈ J
1
d (L1,M)|〈ϕ(L1), Nj〉 ≡ 0(modpi
d)}.
Proof. The proof of this proposition is identical to the proof of [KR11,
Proposition 9.9] (and Proposition 3.21). 
From now on, we fix i = n − 1. Note that L2 is unimodular. Therefore,
by the arguments in [KR11, p.680], all sublattices O ⊂Mn−1 such that O is
isometric to L2 are in the same U(Mn−1)-orbit, andMn−1 = O ⊥ O
⊥ where
O⊥ := (EvO)
⊥ ∩Mn−1. Let us fix O the sublattice of Mn−1 with the basis
{vn+2,n−1, . . . , v2n,n−1} as a representative of the unique U(Mn−1)-orbit of
L2. Then, O
⊥ is the lattice with basis {v1,n−1, . . . , vn+1,n−1}. In particular,
O⊥ ⊂ piM∨n−1.
Also, let us fix N the sublattice ofM with the basis {vn+2, . . . , v2n}. Then
N is a representative of the unique U(M)-orbit of L2 and M = N ⊥ N
⊥.
We have the following analogue of [KR11, Lemma 9.10] (and Lemma 3.22).
Lemma A.4. (1) For sufficiently large d, we have
|{ϕ1 ∈ J
1
d (L1,Mn−1)|〈ϕ1(L1), O〉 ≡ 0 (modpi
d)}| = |Id(L1, O
⊥)| .
(2) For sufficiently large d, we have
(A.0.3)
|{ϕ1 ∈ J
1
d (L1,M)|〈ϕ1(L1), N〉 ≡ 0 (modpi
d)}|
= q−2(n+1)|Id(L1, N
⊥ ∩ piM∨)|.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is almost identical to the proof of [KR11,
Lemma 9.10] and Lemma 3.22. Therefore, we will only prove (2). First note
that
{x ∈M |〈x,N〉 ≡ 0 (modpid)} = pidN∨ ⊥ N⊥,
for sufficiently large d such that pidN∨ ⊂ N .
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Therefore, we have
{ϕ1 ∈ Jd(L1,M)| 〈ϕ1(L1), N〉 ≡ 0 (modpi
d)}
= {ϕ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨ ⊥ N⊥ (modpid)| 〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d)
ϕ1(L1) ⊂ piM
∨}.
Since pidN∨ ⊂ piM∨ for sufficiently large d, we can write (A.0.3) as
{ϕ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨ ⊥ (piM∨∩N⊥) (modpid)|〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d)}.
Now, fix a positive integer a such that piaN∨ ⊂ N .
Then we have
|{ϕ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨ ⊥ (piM∨ ∩N⊥) (modpid)|〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d)}|
= |{ϕ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨ ⊥ (piM∨ ∩N⊥) (modpid(piaN∨ ⊥ (piM∨ ∩N⊥)))|
〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d)}|
×|M : piaN∨ ⊥ (piM∨ ∩N⊥)|−(n+1)
by replacing M by piaN∨ ⊥ (piM∨ ∩N⊥).
Now, we can write ϕ1 = ψ1 + ψ2 where
ψ1 : L1 → pi
dN∨/pid+aN∨,
ψ2 : L1 → (piM
∨ ∩N⊥)/pid(piM∨ ∩N⊥).
Since we assume that d is sufficiently large such that pidN∨ ⊂ N , we have
〈ψ1(x), ψ1(y)〉 ∈ 〈N,pi
dN∨〉 ⊂ pidOEv .
This means that the condition 〈ϕ1(x), ϕ1(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d) is the
same as the condition 〈ψ2(x), ψ2(y)〉 ≡ 〈x, y〉 (modpi
d), and we do not need
to impose any condition on ψ1.
Therefore, (A.0.3) is equal to
|M : piaN∨ ⊥ (piM∨ ∩N⊥)|−(n+1)|pidN∨ : pid+aN∨|n+1|Id(L1, (piM
∨ ∩N⊥))|
= |M : N∨ ⊥ (piM∨ ∩N⊥)|−(n+1)|Id(L1, (piM
∨ ∩N⊥))|
= |M : N ⊥ (piM∨ ∩N⊥)|−(n+1)|N∨ : N |n+1|Id(L1, (piM
∨ ∩N⊥))|
= q−2(n+1)|Id(L1, (piM
∨ ∩N⊥))|.
Here, we used the fact that |M : N ⊥ (piM∨ ∩ N⊥)| = q2 and N = N∨
(since N is unimodular).

Proposition A.3 and Lemma A.4 imply that
(A.0.4)
|J1d (L,Mn−1)| = |Id(L2,Mn−1)| × |Id(L1, O
⊥)|,
|J1d (L,M)| = q
−2(n+1)|Id(L2,M)| × |Id(L1, N
⊥ ∩ piM∨)|.
Note that
(A.0.5)
Wn−1,n(B, r) = q
−2dm(2n)q(d−1)(2n)
2
|J1d (L,M)|;
Wn−1,n−1(B, 0) = q
−2d(2n)2q(d−1)(2n)
2
|J1d (L,Mn−1)|;
Wn,n(An, r) = q
−2dm(2n)q(d−1)(2n)
2
|Jd(∆,M)|,
for sufficiently large d. Here ∆ is the lattice defined in the proof of the
theorem 3.19.
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Also, we have
(A.0.6)
(q−d)(n−1)(2m−(n−1))|Id(L2,M)| = α(piA
[r]
n , 1n−1);
(q−d)(n+1)(2(m−(n−1))−(n+1)) |Id(L1, N
⊥ ∩ piM∨)|
= α(
 pi1n pi2
pi12r
 , piB1);
(q−d)(n−1)(2(2n)−(n−1)) |Id(L2,Mn−1)| = α(piAn−1, 1n−1);
(q−d)(n+1)(2(2n−(n−1))−(n+1)) |Id(L1, O
⊥)| = α(pi1n+1, piB1);
(q−d)n(2m−n)|Id(∆2,M)| = α(piA
[r]
n , 1n);
(q−d)n(2(m−n)−n)|Id(∆1, N
⊥)| = α(pi1n+2r , pi1n);
for sufficiently large d.
Now, we need to compute these representation densities. We have the
following proposition.
Proposition A.5. Let k,m, n be integers such that k, n ≤ m and let r =
m− n. Then we have
α(
(
pi1k
1m−k
)
, 1n) =
n∏
l=1
(1− (−q)−l+k−r).
This formula is just a special case of [Hir98, Theorem II]. In the proof of
this proposition, we will use the notation in [Hir98] (and [San17, Page 921]).
Let Λ+n := {λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Z
n|λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn ≥ 0}.
For each µ ∈ (µ1, . . . , µn) ∈ Λ
+
n , we define
µ˜ := (µ1 + 1, . . . , µn + 1);
|µ| :=
∑n
i=1 µn;
n(µ) :=
∑n
i=1(i− 1)µi;
µ′i := |{j|µj ≥ i}|, (i ≥ 1);
piµ := diag(piµ1 , . . . , piµn).
Furthermore, for µ ∈ Λ+n , ξ ∈ Λ
+
m, we define
〈ξ′, µ′〉 :=
∑
i≥1
ξ′iµ
′
i.
For µ, λ ∈ Λ+n , we denote by µ ≤ λ if µi ≤ λi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
For u ≥ v ≥ 0, we define[
u
v
]
:=
∏u
i=1(1− (−q)
−i)∏v
i=1(1− (−q)
−i)
∏u−v
i=1 (1− (−q)
−i)
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Finally, for µ, λ ∈ Λ+n , we define
Ij(µ, λ) :=
min((λ˜)′
j+1,µ
′
j
)∑
i=µ′
j+1
(−q)i(2(λ˜)
′
j+1+1−i)/2
[
(λ˜)′j+1 − µ
′
j+1
(λ˜)′j+1 − i
][
(λ˜)′j − i
(λ˜)′j − µ
′
j
]
.
Now, we can state the following proposition.
Proposition A.6. ([Hir98, Theorem II]) For λ ∈ Λ+n and ξ ∈ Λ
+
m with
m ≥ n, we have
α(piξ , piµ) =
∑
µ∈Λ+n
µ≤λ˜
(−1)|µ|(−q)−n(µ)+(n−m−1)|µ|+〈ξ
′,µ′〉
∏
j≥1
Ij(µ, λ).
Proof of Proposition A.5. In our case, λ = (0, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Λ+n and ξ =
(1k, 0m−k) ∈ Λ+m. Therefore, λ˜ = (1
n) ∈ Λ+n and hence µ runs over
(1l, 0n−l) ∈ Λ+n . We write
lµ for (1l, 0n−l).
First, we need to compute
∏
j≥1 Ij(
lµ, λ).
For j = 1, we have
I1(
lµ, λ) :=
min((λ˜)′2,
lµ′1)∑
i=lµ′2
(−q)i(2(λ˜)
′
2+1−i)/2
[
(λ˜)′2 − (
lµ)′2
(λ˜)′2 − i
][
(λ˜)′1 − i
(λ˜)′1 − (
lµ)′1
]
.
Since (λ˜)′2 = 0, i should be 0. Therefore, we have
I1(
lµ, λ) =
[
0
0
][
n
n− l
]
=
[
n
n− l
]
=
∏n
i=1(1− (−q)
−i)∏n−l
i=1(1− (−q)
−i)
∏l
i=1(1− (−q)
−i)
.
For j > 1, it is easy to see that Ij(
lµ, λ) = 1.
Therefore,
α(piξ , piµ) =
∑n
l=0(−1)
|lµ|(−q)−n(
lµ)+(n−m−1)|lµ|+〈ξ′,lµ′〉∏
j≥1 Ij(
lµ, λ)
=
∑n
l=0(−1)
|lµ|(−q)−n(
lµ)+(n−m−1)|lµ|+〈ξ′,lµ′〉
[
n
n− l
]
.
Since |lµ| = l, n(lµ) =
l(l − 1)
2
, and 〈ξ′,l µ′〉 = kl, we have
(A.0.7) α(piξ , piµ) =
n∑
l=0
(−1)l(−q)−l(l−1)/2−(r+1)l+kl
[
n
n− l
]
.
If k = 0, it is well-known that
α(piξ , piµ) =
∏n
l=1(1− (−q)
−lX).
where X = (−q)−r (see [KR11, page 677]).
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Therefore, by changing X to (−q)kX, we have that (A.0.7) is equal to
α(piξ, piµ) =
∏n
l=1(1− (−q)
−l(−q)kX)
=
∏n
l=1(1− (−q)
−l(−q)k−r).

Now, we have the following proposition.
Proposition A.7.
W ′n−1,n(B, 0)
Wn,n(An, 0)
− βn−1n−1
Wn−1,n−1(B, 0)
Wn,n(An, 0)
=
1
q + 1
{
α(
(
1n
pi
)
, B1)
α(1n, 1n)
−
α(1n+1, B1)
α(1n+1, 1n+1)
}.
Proof. From (3.2.4), (A.0.4), (A.0.5), (A.0.6), we have
Wn−1,n(B, r) = q
−4n2q−2(n+1)α(piA
[r]
n , 1n−1)α(
 pi1n pi2
pi12r
 , piB1);
Wn−1,n−1(B, 0) = q
−4n2α(piAn−1, 1n−1)α(pi1n+1, piB1);
Wn,n(An, r) = q
−4n2α(piA
[r]
n , 1n)α(pi1n+2r , pi1n).
Note that
val(det(B)) ≡ n+ 1(mod 2)
and hence val(det(B1)) ≡ 0(mod 2). Therefore α(
(
pi1n
pi2
)
, piB1) = 0.
This implies that
W ′n−1,n(B, 0) = q
−4n2q−2(n+1)α(piAn, 1n−1)α
′(
(
pi1n
pi2
)
, piB1).
By proposition A.5, we have
α(piAn, 1n−1) =
∏n−1
l=1 (1− (−q)
−(l+1))
α(piAn, 1n) =
∏n
l=1(1− (−q)
−l)
α(piAn−1, 1n−1) =
∏n−1
l=1 (1− (−q)
−l).
Therefore,
W ′n−1,n(B, 0)
Wn,n(An, 0)
=
q−2(n+1)α(piAn, 1n−1)α
′(
(
pi1n
pi2
)
, piB1)
α(piAn, 1n)α(pi1n, pi1n)
=
q−2(n+1)
∏n−1
l=1 (1− (−q)
−(l+1))q(n+1)
2
α′(
(
1n
pi
)
, B1)∏n
l=1(1− (−q)
−l)qn
2
α(1n, 1n)
=
1
q + 1
α′(
(
1n
pi
)
, B1)
α(1n, 1n)
.
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Here, we used the fact that α(piC, piD) = qn
2
α(C,D) where D is a n× n
hermitian matrix.
Similarly,
βn−1n−1
Wn−1,n−1(B, 0)
Wn,n(An, 0)
= βn−1n−1
α(piAn−1, 1n−1)α(pi1n+1, piB1)
α(piAn, 1n)α(pi1n, pi1n)
= βn−1n−1
∏n−1
l=1 (1− (−q)
−l)q(n+1)
2
α(1n+1, B1)∏n
l=1(1− (−q)
−l)qn
2
α(1n, 1n)
=
1
q + 1
α(1n+1, B1)
α(1n+1, 1n+1)
.
Here, we used Proposition A.1 and
α(1n+1, 1n+1)
α(1n, 1n)
= (1− (−q)−(n+1)).

Note that
α(
(
1n
pi
)
, B1)
α(1n, 1n)
is equal to ∂DenΛ(L) and
α(1n+1, B1)
α(1n+1, 1n+1)
is
equal to Den(L) in [LZ19, Theorem 10.4.4] (but, our n is n− 1 in loc. cit.).
Therefore, Conjecture 3.26 is compatible with their result.
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